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PREFACE 

This manual contains reference information applicable to the 
BJ50l and BJ70l storage module drives (SMD's). 

The manual has been prepared for customer engineers and other 
technical personnel directly involved with maintaining the 
storage module drive (SMD). 

Reference information is provided in four sections in this man
ual. Section numbers and a brief description of their contents 
are listed below. 

Section 1 - General Description. Describes equipment func
tions, specifications, and equipment number ident
ification. 

Section 2 - Operation. Describes and illustrates the location 
and use of all controls and indicators, power on 
sequencing, and disk pack installation and removal. 

Section 3 - Theory of Operation. 
mechanical functions. 

Describes basic logic and 

Section 4 - Description of discrete component circuits and 
their functions. For ease of using the logic dia
grams, transistors and their associated components 
are frequently condensed into an equivalent logic 
symbol. This section, arranged in alphabetical 
order of the circuit type designator (AAA-ZZZ) ex
plains these functions and illustrates the actual 
discrete elements. 

The following manuals apply to the BJ501 and BJ701 SMD/S and 
are available from Control Data Li terature Distr ibution 
Services, 308 North Dale Street, st. Paul, MN 55103: 

Publication No. 

83311300 

83311100 

83324220 

83324220 B 

Title 

BJ701 Maintenance 

BJ501 Maintenance 

BJ50l/BJ5D7, BJ70l/BJ7Bl Reference 
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viii 

Publication No. 

83322440 

83324440 

83323770 

Title 

CDC Microcircui ts, 
tional Description 
Circuits) 

CDC Microcircui ts, 
tional Description 
Circuits) 

Vol. 1 (Func
of Integrated 

Vo 1. 2 (Func
of Integrated 

A Guide for the Disk Drive Opera
tor. 

WARNING j 
This equipment generates, uses and can radiate 
radio frequency energy and if not installed 
and used in accordance wi th the instructions 
manual, may cause interference to radio com
munications. All 60 Hz units SIC 48 and be
low, and alISO Hz units have not been tested 
for compliance with the limits for Class A 
computing devices pursuant to Subpart J of 
Part 15 of the FCC Rules which are designed to 
provide reasonable protection against such in
terference when operated in a commercial en
vironment. All 60 Hz units SIC 49 and above 
have been tested and found to comply with the 
above regulations. Operation of this equip
ment in a residential area is likely to cause 
interference in which case the user at his own 
expense will be required to take whatever mea
sures may be required to correct the interfer
ence. 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The BJ50l/5D7 and BJ70l/7Bl storage Module Drives (SMDs) are 
high speed, random access dig i tal data storage devices that 
connect to a central processor through a controller. The major 
difference between the drives is their storage capacity. The 
total data storage capacity of the BJ50l/5D7 drives is 40 mega
bytes, and BJ70l/7Bl drives is 80 megabytes. The only excep
tions are the BJ7BlG and H which unlike other BJ7Bls, are 40 MB 
units. All the equipment specifications for each drive are 
listed in table 1-1. 

The remainder of this section provides a general description of 
the drives and is divided into the following areas: 

• Data Storage Medium - Describes the disk pack which is 
the medium used to store the data. 

• Drive Functional Description - Explains the basic func
tion of the drive. 

• Drive Physical Description - Provides a basic description 
of the drives physical characteristics. 

• Equipment Configuration Describes the various drive 
configurations and how to identify them. 
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TABLE 1-1. DRIVE SPECIFICATIONS 

Specification Value 

Temperature 

Operating 

Gradient 

PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Refer to maintenance manual. 

ENVIRONMENT 

15.5°C (60°F) to 32°C (90°F) 

6.6°C (12°F) per hour 

Transit (packed) -34°C (-30°F) to +66°C (+150 0 F) 

Relative Humidity 
(no condensation) 

Operating 

Transit (packed) 

Altitude 

Operating 

Transit (packed) 

20% to 80% 

5% to 95% 

-305 m (-1000 ft) to 3050 m) 
(+10,000 ft) 

-305 m (-1000 ft) to 4600 m 
(+15, 000 ft) 

POWER SPECIFICATIONS 

Refer to maintenance manual. 

Table Continued on Next Page 
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TABLE 1-1. DRIVE SPECIFICATIONS (Contd) 

Specification Value 

DATA RECORDING SPECIFICATIONS 

Disk Pack 

Packs/Drive 1 

Recording Surfaces/ 
Disk Pack 5 

Usable Tracks/ 
Recording Surface 40 MB - 412, 80 MB - 823 

Tracks/Cylinder 5 

Tracks/Inch BJ501/507 - 205, BJ701/7Bl - 384 

Track Spacing 0.066 mm (0.0052 in ) nominal 

Rotational Speed 3600 r/min 

Disk Pack BJ501/507 - CDC 9876 or equivalent 
BJ70l/7Bl - CDC 9877 or equivalent 

Disk Surf ace 356 rom (14 in) 
Diameter (nominal) 

Disks/Disk Pack 5 (top and bottom. disks are for 
protection only) 

Coating Magnetic oxide 

Seek Timing 

Access Mechanism Voice coil driven by servo loop 

822 Track Seek 

I-Track Seek 

Average Seek 

83324220 A 

55 ms (maximum) 

BJ501/507 - 7ms (maximum), BJ70l/7Bl 
- 6ms (maximum) 

30 ms 

Table Continued on Next Page 
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TABLE 1-1. DRIVE SPECIFICATIONS (Contd) 

Specification Value 

Latency Time 

Average 

Maximum 

Recording 

Mode 

Bit Density 
(nominal) 

outer track 
inner track 

Rate 

Heads 

Recording 

8.33 ms (at 3600 r/min) 

17.2 ms (at 3492 r/min) 

Modified Frequency Modulation (MFM) 

1590 bits per em (4038 bits per in) 
2377 bits per em (6038 bits per in) 

9.677 MHz (nominal), 1 209 600 
characters/second 

5 

Servo (positioning) 1 

Read/Write width 

Data Capacity 

Nominal 

Bits/Track 

Bits/Cylinder 

Bits/Pack 

Bits/Byte 

Bytes/Track 

Tracks/Cylinder 

0.051 mm (0.002 in) nominal 

BJ501/507 - 40 MB, *BJ701/7B1 - 80 MB 

161 281 (unsectored) 

806 400 (unsectored) 

40 MB 325 785 600 (unsectored) 
80 MB 651 571 200 (unsectored) 

8 

20 160 

5 

Table Continued on Next Page 
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TABLE 1-1. DRIVE SPECIFICATIONS (Contd) 

Specification Value 

Controllers per Drive 1 

Drives per Controller 16 (maximum) 

Interface Cables 

Maximum Total 
System Length 

Type 

Connectors 

P in Assignments 

Signal Functions 

30 m (100 ft) 

Control: 
Signal: 

Twisted pair 
Twinax 

3 per drive 

Refer to Maintenance Manual 

Refer to Section 3 of this manual 

* Exceptions are the BJ7Bl G and H which have data capacities 
of 40 MB. 

DATA STORAGE MEDIUM 

The data storage medium for the drive is a disk pack, con
sisting of five 14 - inch disks, center mounted on a hub (see 
figure 1-1). The disk pack is portable and interchangeable be
tween equivalent drives. The packs are not interchangeable, 
however, between the 40 and 80 megabyte drives. 

The disk pack has ·a total of six usable surfaces, each coated 
wi th a layer of magnetic oxide and related binders and adhe
si ves. One of these surf aces, refer red to as the servo sur
face, contains information prerecorded at the factory. This 
surface is used by the drive- to generate position information 
and various timing signals. The remaining five surfaces can be 
used by the system for data storage and are referred to as data 
surfaces. 

83324220 A 1-5 



STORAGE 
~CANNISTER 

~OISK PACK 

Figure 1-1. Disk Pack 
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DRIVE FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

The drive contains all the circuits and mechanical devices nec
essary to record data on and recover it from the disk pack (see 
figure 1-2). The necessary power for this is provided by the 
dri ves power supply, which recei ves its input power from the 
site main power source. 

All functions performed by the dri ve are done under direction 
of the con troller. The con troller communicates wi th the dr i ve 
via the interface which consists of a number of I/O lines car
rying the necessary signals to and from the drive. 

83324220 A 
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Some interf ace lines, including those that carry commands to 
the dri ve, are not enabled unless the dri ve is selected by the 
controller. unit selection allows the controller, which can be 
connected to more than one drive, to initiate and direct an op
eration on a specific unit. 

All operations performed by the drive are related to data stor
age and recovery (normally refer red to as wr i ting and read
ing). The actual reading and writing is performed by electro
magnetic devices called heads that are positioned over the re
cording surfaces of the rotating disk pack. There is a separ
ate head for each surf ace in the pack and the heads are pos i
tioned in such a way that data is wr i tten in concen tr ic tracks 
around the disk surfaces (see figure 1-2) • . 
Before any read or write operation can be performed the con-
troller must instruct the dri ve to pos i tion the heads over the 
desired track (called seeking) and also to use the head located 
over the surface (head selection) where the operation is to be 
performed. 

After selecting a head and arriving at the data track, the con
troller still must locate that portion of the track on which 
the data is to be written or read. This is called track orien
tation and is done by using the Index and Sector signals gener
ated by the drive. The Index signal indicates the logical be
ginning of each track and the Sector signals are used by the 
controller to determine the position of the head on the track 
with respect to index. 

When the desired location is reached the controller commands 
the drive to actually read or write the data. During a read 
operation the drive recovers data from the pack, and transmits 
it to the controller. During a write operation, the drive re
ceives data from the controller, processes it and writes it on 
the dis k pack. 

The drive is also capable of recognlzlng certain errors that 
may occur during its operation. When an error is detected, it 
is indicated either by a signal to the controller or by a main
tenance indicator on the drive itself. 
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DRIVE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

GENERAL 

The basic configuration includes one SMD mounted on the top of 
the cabinet. An additional SMD or controller can be drawer 
mounted in the lower part of the cabinet. The drawer mounted 
unit slides out for convenient access (refer to figure 1-3). 

Figure 1-3 shows the SMD cabinet wi th and wi thout a drawer 
mounted SMD (refer to controller manual for details concerning 
the drawer mounted controller). 

Figure 1-4 illustrates the basic storage module drive removed 
form the cabinet. The following paragraphs give brief descrip
tions of the major assemblies. Detailed information on the 
construction and functions of the assemblies is provided in 
Section 3 of this manual. 

TOP COVER ASSEMBLY 

The top cover assembly protects the other drive assemblies 
during operation. The dri ve cover for pack loading is opened 
by means of a latch under the cover. An electrical switch sen
ses that the cover is opened, disables the spindle motor power, 
and commands retract if the heads are loaded. 

SPINDLE ASSEMBLY 

The spindle assembly mounts and rotates the disk pack. Its as
sociated drive motor runs continuously whenever a pack is in-
stalled, the pack cover is closed, and the START switch is on. 

ACTUATOR ASSEMBLY 

The actuator assembly mounts the read/write heads for pro
cessing data. The actuator contains a voice coil positioner 
controlled by a closed-loop, continuous-feedback servo system. 

SHROUD 

The shroud surrounds the disk pack. The shroud protects the 
pack, aids in directing air from the blower to the pack, and 
prevents the operator from damaging the read/wr i te heads wi th 
the pack. 
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Figure 1-4. Assembly Locations 
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LOGIC CHASSIS 

The logic chassis serves as the mounting point for the main 
complement of the logic cards. The chassis is mounted on the 
deck assembly. The backpanel terminals provide ready access to 
all signals entering and leaving each card. In addi tion, the 
cards have test points for monitor ing cr i tical signals within 
the cards. 

POWER SUPPLY 

The power supply distributes the dc power required by the 
drive. Incoming power is filtered by a line filter and applied 
to main ac power circuit breaker and a secondary ac power cir
cuit breaker for the power supply. 

EQUIPMENT CONFIGURATION 

An equipment numbe r is assigned to each dr i ve to identi fy its 
configuration. This provides a systematic method of identi
fying, accounting, and controlling changes that affect drive 
logic and mechanical components. 

The equipment configuration is identi fied by a nameplate at
tached to the frame at the back of the drive. 

The equipment Identification Number will be similar to the fol
lowing: 

BJ701 ----
Equipment-.-l 
Identifier 

A 

r 
Type Identifier 

02 

Lseries Code 

The Equipment Identifier indicates the basic function of the 
unit. Refer to the equipment configuration listing in the pre
face. 

The Type Identifier indicates a non-interchangeable difference 
in equipments that affects the interface. The term "Mod" is 
sometimes used interchangeably with "Type Identifier". 
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The Series Code changes wi th each non- interchangeable change 
within the equipment. Drives with different series codes are 
fully interchangeable at the system level; however, not all of 
their electrical or mechanical components may be interchange
able. Series codes are changed by Engineering Change Order 
(ECO) only at the factory. 

Other changes are accomplished by Field Change Order (FCO). 
Th ese change s may be install ed e i the rat the f ac tor y or by 
fi eld personnel. FCO changes are indicated by an entr y on the 
FCO Log that accompanies each machine. It is important that 
this log be kept current by the person installing each FCO. 

Manuals accompanying unit shipments from the manufacturer match 
the configuration of those uni ts. Subsequent manual changes 
are controlled by the Revision Record sheet behind the title 
page of every manual. This sheet identi fi es the Series Code 
and FCO effectivity of manual changes. If maintenance will be 
perfomred using a manual other than the manual supplied wi th 
each drive, verify that the manual and drive configurations 
match. 
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OPERATION 2 

INTRODUCTION 

This section provides instructions and related information for 
operating the drive. 

CONTROLS AND INDICATORS 

The drive has a control panel located on the front of the mach
ine, and power switches and a running time meter located at the 
rear. Figure 2-1 illustrates the controls ana indicators, and 
Table 2-1 provides functional descriptions. 

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

POWER APPLICATION 

1. Set AC POWER circuit breaker to ON. Leave AC breaker on 
at all times, especially if the pack is stored in the 
drive to maintain cleanliness of shroud and pack. 

2. Set POWER SUPPLY circuit breaker to ON. 

3. Install a disk pack (refer to Disk Pack Installation pro
cedure) • 

4. Press operator panel START switch. 

5. Spindle motor energizes. Head loading sequence begins 
when spindle is up to speed. 

I f abnormal 
problem and 
using drive. 

CAUTION 

heads load is 
inspect pack 

observed, correct 
and heads before 

6. Head loading sequence is complete when heads are posi
tioned to track O. Drive is now ready to receive a Read, 
Wri te, or Seek command from the control uni t. READY in
dicator is on. 
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TABLE 2-1. CONTROLS AND INDICATORS 

Control or Indicator Function 

START swi tch 

START indicator 

LOGIC PLUG 

READY indicator 

FAULT swi tch 

83324220 A 

OPERATO R PANEL 

Energizes (when pressed to light) 
spindle drive motor and begins First 
Seek sequence provided the following 
conditions are met: 

1. Disk Pack is in place and can-
ister removed. 

2. Pack cover is closed. 

3. Circuit breakers are on. 

Causes a power off sequence (when pres
sed to extinguish start indicator). 

Lights when switch is on. 

Completes circui try to permit selection 
of the unit through a binary code. 

CAUTION 

Unit select logic plug 
should not be changed or 
removed unless unit is 
shut off with heads un
loaded. 

Lights when the uni tis up 
the heads are loaded, and no 
di tion exists. 

to speed, 
fault con-

Clears the fault circuitry and extin
guishes the FAULT indicator. (Does not 
clear Maintenance Fault register.) 

Table Con ti nued on N ext Page 
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TABLE 2-1. CONTROLS AND INDICATORS (Contd) 

Control or Indicator Function 

UNIT MAINTENANCE 
switch 

FAULT indicator 

PROTECT swi tch 

PROTECT swi tch 

AC POWER 
circuit breaker 

POWER SUPPLY 
circuit breaker 

Elapsed Time Meter 

OPERATOR PANEL 

Prevents drive from activating Unit 
Select signal, thus preventing drive 
from being selected. This switch 
should not be used during normal on 
Ii ne ope ration. 

Lights in response to one or more of 
the following cond i tions: 

1 • Read aoo wr i te are selected at 
the same time. 

2. No ac wr i te cur rent when W ri te 
Gate is present. 

3. More than one head is selected. 

4 • Read or Wr i te is selected whi Ie 
off cylinder. 

5. Low vol tage condi tion sensed 
for ±5 V, ±20 V, ±42 V. 

6. Loss of dibi t si gnal for 350 ms 
with heads loaded. 

Enables or disables write driver. 

When lighted, indicates that the dri ve 
is write protected. 

RFAR PANEL 

Controls application of ac power. 

Controls application of dc power to 
the logic ch ass is. 

Acti ve when ac powe rand dc powe rare 
applied by circuit breakers. Records 
accumulated ac power-on time. 

Table Continued on Next Page 
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TABLE 2-1. CONTROLS AND INDICATORS (Contd) 

Control or Indicator Function 

MAINTENANCE PANEL (BACK OF OP PNL) 

WRITE FAULT 
indicator 

Write was attempted and no ac write 
current and/or dc current was sensed. 

HEAD SELECT 
FAULT indicator 

W.R. FAULT 
indicator 

More than one head selected. 

Read and write were selected at the 
same time. 

ON CYLINDER 
FAULT indicator 

Read or write was selected while off 
cylinder. 

VOLTAGE FAULT 
indicator 

Low voltage condition existed for ±5 V. 
±20 V. ±42 V. 

DISK PACK SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS 

The following describes precautions that must be observed when 
handling. storing. and using the disk pack. Failure to observe 
these precautions can result in damage to the pack and loss of 
data. If any doubt exists about the packs functional condi
tion. return the pack to the vendor enclosing a description of 
the known or suspected problem. 

Problem Detection 

Should imprope~ disk pack operation be indicated by any of the 
following conditions. immediately power down the drive and re
move the pack. 

CAUTION 

If any media problems are suspected. do not 
use the media on another drive until full as
surance is made that no damage or contamina
tion has ocurred to the media. 

Also. do not use the drive with another media 
until full assurance is made that no damage or 
contamination has ocurred to the drive heads 
or to the shroud area. 

1. A sudden increase in error rates related to one or more 
heads. 
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2. An unusual noise such as pinging or scratching. 

3. A burning oder. 

4. Contamination of the pack from dust, smoke, oil or the 
like is suspected. 

Handling Precautions 

Observe the following precautions when using and handling the 
disk pack. 

1. Do not mark on disk packs. Residue may be released that 
could cause airborne contamination. 

2. Do not attach any label to the disk pack itself. Labels 
will not remain attached when the pack is spinning and 
catastrophic head crashes may result. All labels should 
be placed on the pack canister if required. 

3 • Use extreme care not 
against another object 
ister). 

to drop the pack or strike it 
(even if the pack is in the can-

4. Never remove the pack from its protective canister except 
in a computer room environment free of dust, smoke, and 
other contaminants. 

5. Never attempt to clean the disk pack. Cleaning can be 
done only by the vendor. Attempts to clean the pack can 
result in serious change to the pack and/or drive and is 
done at the risk of the user. 

Storage Precautions 

Observe the following precautions when storing disk packes. 

1. Store disk packs in machine-room atmosphere (60°F to 
90°F, 10% to 80% relative humidity). 

2. If disk pack must be stored in different environment, al
low two hours for adjustment to computer environment be
fore use. 

3. Never store disk pack in direct sunlight or in dirty en
vironment. 

4. Store disk packs flat, not on edge. They may be stacked 
with similar packs when stored. 
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5. Always be sure that both top and bottom plastic canister 
covers are on disk pack and locked together whenever it 
is not actually installed in a drive. 

DISK PACK INSTALLATION. 

Make certain that the disk drive on which the disk pack is to 
be installed has been maintained according to the Preventive 
Maintenance section. 

1. Raise pack access cover. 
be ON.) 

(AC POWER circuit breaker must 

2. Lift disk pack by plastic canister handle. 

3 . Disengage bottom dust cover from 
canister handle counterclockwise. 
uncontaminated area. 

disk pack by turning 
Set cover aside in an 

CAUTION 

Avoid abusive contact between the disk pack 
and the spindle. The read/write heads are 
sometimes manually positioned during mainten
ance procedures. Make certa in tha t the heads 
are fully retracted. 

4. Place disk pack onto spindle. 

NOTE 

A spindle lock mechanism is actuated when the 
disk pack canister cover is on the spindle. 
The mechanism holds the spindle stationary 
while loading or unloading a disk pack. 

5. Twist canister handle clockwise to lock disk pack in 
place. 

NOTE 

A clink may be heard as the spindle lock mech
anism engages. 

6. Lift canister clear of disk pack, place bottom dust cover 
on canister, and set aside in an uncontaminated area. 
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7. Close pack access cover immediately to prevent entry of 
dust and contamination of disk surfaces. 

DISK PACK REMOVAL 

WARNING j 
Do not open pack access cover while disks are 
spinning or attempt to slow disks by hand. 

1. Press operator panel START switch to extinguish the START 
indicator. 

2. Check that disk pack 
time is approximately 
seconds with brake.) 

rotation has stopped. (Stopping 
1.5 minutes wi thout brake and 20 

3. Raise front cover. 

CAUTION 

The read/write heads are sometimes manually 
positioned during ~aintenance procedures. 
Make certain that the heads are fully 
retracted. 

4. Place plastic canister over mounted disk pack so that 
post protruding from center of disk pack is received into 
canister handle. 

5. Twist canister handle counterclockwise until disk pack is 
free of spindle. 

CAUTION 

Avoid abusive contact between the disk pack 
and the spindle assembly. 

6. Lift canister and disk pack clear of spindle. 

7. Close front cover. 

8. Place bottom dust cover in position on disk pack and lock 
it. 
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THEORY OF OPERATION 3 

INTRODUCTION 

The theory of operation section describes drive functions and 
the hardware used in performing them. It is divided into the 
following major areas (refer to figure 3-1): 
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• Power System Functions - Describes how the drive provides 
the voltages necessary for drive operation. 

• Electromechanical Functions Provides a physical and 
functional description of the mechanical and electrome
chanical systems (disk pack rotation, head positioning, 
and air flow). 

• Interface Functions - Descr ibes the signal lines con
necting the dri ve and controller. It also describes the 
I/O signals carried by these lines and how they are pro
cessed by the drive logic. 

• Unit Selection - Explains how the controller logically 
selects the drive so the drive will respond to controller 
commands. 

• Seek Functions - Explains how the servo logic controls 
the movements of the head positioning mechanism in posi
tioning the heads over the disk pack. 

• Machine Clock Functions - Explains how this circuit uses 
signals deri ved from the disk pack to generate timing 
pulses for the index, sector and read/write circuits. 

• Head Operation and Selection - Explains the head selec
tion process. 

<it Track Orientation - Describes how the drive detects the 
index pattern which is used to indicate the logical be
ginning of each track and also explains how the drive de
ri ves the sector pulses, which are used to determine the 
angular pos ition of the read/wr i te heads wi th respect to 
Index. 

• Read/Write Functions - Describes how the drive processes 
the data that it reads from and writes on the disk pack. 

• Fault Detection - Describes the conditions that the drive 
interprets as faults. 

The descriptions in this section are limited to drive opera
tions only. In addition, they explain typcial operations and 
do not list variations or unusual conditions resulting from 
unique system hardware or software environments. 
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Functional descriptions are frequently accompanied by simpli
fied logic and timing diagrams. These are useful both for in
structional purposes and as an aid in troubleshooting. How
ever, they have been simplified to illustrate the principles of 
operation. Therefore, the diagrams (and timing generated from 
them) in the hardware maintenance manual should take precedence 
over those in this manual if there is a conflict between the 
two. 

POWER SYSTEM FUNCTIONS 

GENERAL 

The major element in the drives power system is the power sup
ply. The power supply receives its input from the site ac pow
er source and uses it to produce the ac and dc vol tages neces
sary for drive operation. 

The dri ve motor is started and heads load function ini tiated 
during the power on sequence. The power off sequence unloads 
the heads and stops the dri ve motor. The dri ves LOCAL/REMOTE 
Swi tch permits these sequences to be ini tiated ei ther at the 
drive (local) or the controller (remote). 

The remainder of this discussion provides further description 
of the power system and is divided into the following areas: 

• Power Distribution --Describes how the power is distri
buted to the drive circuitry. 

• Power On Sequence - Describes· how power is applied to the 
drive motor and the heads load sequence initiated. 

• Power Off Sequence - Describes how the heads are unloaded 
and the drive motor stopped. 

• Emergency Retract and Data Protection - Explains sequence 
perf ormed when cond i tions exist requi ring the heads be 
unloaded immediately. 

POWER DISTRIBUTION 

Power distr ibution cons ists of routing power to the various el
ements in the power supply and rest of the drive so that the 
power on sequence can be performed. The distr ibution is con
trolled by circuit breakers located on the control panel. 
These circui t breakers also provide overload protection. The 
power distribution circuits are shown on figure 3-2 and basic 
operation is explained in the following. 
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Site main ac power is input to the power supply via the AC pow
ER circui t breaker. When this breaker is closed, it applies 
power to the HOUR meter and blower motor. It also provides the 
input to the drive motor control triacs; however, the motor 
does not start until the power on sequence. 

Clos ing the POWER SUPPLY circui t breaker applies power to the 
logic fan and dc power supply. The dc power supply converts 
the ac input into the dc voltages necessary for drive operation. 

Power On Sequence 

The power on sequence starts the dri ve motor and ini tiates 
loading of the heads. Figure 3-3 shows the circuits invol ved 
in this sequence and figures 3-4, 3-5, and 3-6 are flow charts 
of the operation. 

The power on sequence begins when the operator presses the 
START switch. If all circuit breakers and interlocks are 
closed, pressing this switch deenergizes the hysteresis brake 
and energizes the Start and Run triacs. This causes the drive 
motor to start. The drive belt transfers drive motor motion to 
the spindle, thereby, causing the disk pack to rotate. 

When pack speed reaches about 2800 r/min, the Up To Speed sig
nal goes active and energizes the emergency retract relay 
(K2) • Energi zing this relay connects the voice coil to the 
power ampli fier. This puts the voice coil under con trol of the 
servo system, thus allowing the heads load sequence to begin 
whenever the 25 second heads load delay (triggered when the 
START swi tch is pressed) times out. Details of the heads load 
sequence are given in the First Seek discussion. 
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Power Off Sequence 0 

The power off sequence unloads the heads and stops the drive 
motor. Figure 3-3 shows the circuits involved in this sequence 
and figure 3-7 is a flow chart of the operation. 

The power off sequence begins when the START switch is 
pressed. This enables the RTZ logic (see RTZ Seek discussion) 
and cause the heads to move in the reverse direction. 

When the heads unloaded switch indicates the heads are un
loaded, the following events occur: 

• The RTZ logic is disabled 

• The run triac (Kl) is deenergized to remove power from 
the drive motor run winding. 

• The hysteresis brake is energized and applies a braking 
action to the drive motor. 

Removing power from the run winding and energizing the brake 
cause the drive motor and therefore the disk pack to slow 
down. When pack speed is less than 2800 r/min the Emergency 
Retract relay (K2) deenergizes. This disconnects the voice 
coil from the power amplifier and connects it to the emergency 
retract circuit. The emergency retract circuit input pulls the 
heads back to the fully retracted position. 

The drive motor continues to slow down and comes to a complete 
stop wi thin 30 seconds of the start of the sequence. This 
leaves the drive in a standby condition with the blowers on and 
dc power acti ve. 

EMERGENCY RETRACT AND DATA PROTECTION 

General 

The heads are retracted under emergency conditions to prevent 
damage to them if the disk speed is reduced. The sequence is 
initiated when relay K2 is deenergized thus connecting the 
voice coil to the emergency retract circuit. The emergency re
tract circuit applies -42 volts to the voice coil causing the 
carriage to retract at approximately 16 inches per second. 
When the heads are retracted the heads loaded swi tch transfers 
and disables the emergency retract circuit. 
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The following conditions cause an emergency retract to occur: 

• Loss of ac power 

• Loss of spindle motor speed 

• Loss of dc power 

• Opening the pack cover interlock 

The following paragraphs describe each of these conditions. 

Loss of AC Power 

Loss of site power results in: 

1. The dc power supply outputs dropping to zero. 

2. De-energizing all relays and disabling the logic 

3. Transferring the contacts of K2 to provide a path from 
the emergency retract circui t to the voice coil. This 
circuit pulls the carriage back to its retracted stop. 

Loss of ac power at the AC POWER circuit breaker or within the 
unit results in the loss of spindle speed (see below). 

Loss of Spindle Speed 

If the spindle motor speed drops below 2800 r/min, the speed 
detection circuit in the logic detects the speed loss and opens 
relay K2. This connects the voice coil to the emergency re
tract circuit. 

Loss of DC Power 

Fault circuitry in the logic detects the loss of dc voltage 
outputs from the power supply. Relay K2 is then opened either 
by the logic or directly by the loss of +20 V, thus connecting 
the emergency retract circuit to the voice coil. If the +12 V 
power is lost, servo dibits will not be detected and after ap
proximately 350 ms the heads are unloaded. A Fault indication 
will appear on the control panel. 
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Pack Cover Interlock 

Opening the pack cover interlock has the same effect as 
pressing the START switch (refer to Power Off sequence discus
sion). 

ELECTROMECHANICAL FUNCTIONS 

GENERAL 

Certain drive functions are a result of the electromechanical 
devices working under the control of logical circui try. These 
functions include disk pack rotation, head positioning, and 
drive cooling and ventilation. 

Disk pack rotation is performed by the disk pack rotation me
chanism, which is controlled by the power system. The purpose 
of disk pack rotation is to create a cushion of air on the disk 
surfaces. The cushion of air allows the heads (which read and 
write the data) to move over the disk surfaces without actually 
contacting them. 

The heads are positioned over specific data tracks on the disk 
surface by the head positioning mechanism. The mechanism is 
controlled by the servo circui ts (refer to discussion of Seek 
Operations) and the power system. 

Drive cooling and ventilation is provided by the air flow 
system. The main element in this system is the blower motor 
which receives its power from the power system. 

Figure 3-8 is a block diagram showing each of the previously 
discussed mechanisms. A more detailed physical and functional 
description of each is provided in the following discussions. 
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Figure 3-8. Electromechanical Functions - Diagram Block 

DISK PACK ROTATION 

General 

The disk pack must be rotating fast enough to allow the heads 
to fly before any drive operation can be performed. The fol
lowing mechanisms oork in conjunction with the power system to 
control disk pack rotation (refer to figure 3-9): 

• Drive Motor - Provides rotating motion for the spindle 
and disk pack. 

• 

3-20 
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Provides rotating mounting surface for disk 
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• Parking Brake - Holds spindle while pack is being in
stalled. 

• Speed Transducer - Generates pulses that are used to de
termine speed of spindle. 

• Pack Access Cover Switch - Ensures that pack access cover 
is closed before disk pack rotation begins. 

• Pack Access Cover Solenoid - (Optional) Prevents pack ac
cess cover from being opened while pack is rotating. 

These mechanisms are further described in the following para
graphs. 

Drive Motor 

The drive motor provides the rotational energy required to ro
tate the spindle and disk pack. The motor is mounted on the 
under side of the deck casting. 

Motion is transferred from motor to spindle via the drive 
belt. This belt connects the pulley on the shaft of the drive 
motor to the pulley on the lower end of the spindle. 

The spring in the belt tension assembly maintains enough ten
sion on the plate to keep the dri ve bel t tight. The spr ing 
tension is adjustable so tension on the belt can be adjusted to 
provide the best coupling between drive motor and spindle pul-
1eys. 

The motor starts during the power on sequence when power is ap
plied to its start and run windings (refer to Power On Sequence 
discussion). The start winding helps the run winding start the 
motor in motion and get it up to speed. After nine seconds the 
start wind ing is no longer needed, and is disabled by the log
ic. The motor continues to accelerate, using only its run 
winding, until it 'reaches its maximum speed (approximately 3600 
r/min) • This speed is maintained until power is removed from 
the motors run winding. 

The temperature of the drive motor is monitored by its internal 
thermal switch. If the motor overheats, this switch opens 
(pops up) resul ting in loss of power to the dri ve motor. The 
motor slows down causing an emergency retract and power off se
quence. The drive motor cannot be restarted until it cools off 
and the thermal switch is reset. 
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Hystersis Brake Assembly 

The hysteresis brake decelerates the dri ve motor dur ing a Power 
Off sequence (refer to Power Off sequence paragraph). The 
brake is energized whenever relay K4 is de-energized and the 
heads are unloaded. The brake mounts directly on the motor 
shaft, below the motor pulley. The brake cons ists of two con
centric permeable bodies assembled with a uniform gap sepa
rating the outer diameter of one from the inner diameter of the 
other. These adjacent surfaces contain a series of pole 
faces. A permanent magnet, in the shape of a cup, fits in the 
gap to separate the cylinders. This cup is connected to the 
motor shaft by two setscrews. As long as spindle motor power 
is applied, brake power is not available and the cup is driven 
at the speed of the motor. When spindle motor power is removed 
and the heads unload, braking power is applied. A flux field 
is created between the inner and outer cylinder pole faces as 
braking vol tage (+20 V) is applied to the inner cylinder. The 
flux field sets up what is in effect magnetic friction between 
the inner cylinder and the cup, causing. the cup (and motor 
shaft) to decelerate. Brake deceleration in turn causes spin
dle motor deceleration. 

Spindle 

The spindle provides the means of mounting the disk pack within 
the drive and also of rotating the pack when the drive motor is 
energized. 

When the pack is mounted, its lower guard disk rests on the 
pack mounting plate. This plate connects to a shaft which in 
turn connects to the pulley on the lower end of the spindle. 
When the drive motor starts, it transfers motion to this pulley 
via the drive belt and causes the pack mounting plate and disk 
pack to rotate. 

The disk pack.must be secured to the mounting plate with enough 
force so the two of themn will rotate together. This force is 
provided by the lockshaft, which is a spr ing loaded shaft lo
cated wi thin the spindle. When the pack is installed, the 
mounting screw on the bottom of the pack is threaded into the 
internal threads in the upper end of the lockshaft. As the 
pack is tightened down against the mounting plate, the spr ings 
holding the lockshaft exert a downward force on the pack. When 
this force is sufficient, a release mechanism (in the handle of 
the disk pack storage cannister) releases the cannister from 
the pack. The pack is now installed and will rotate whenever 
the drive motor is energized. 

The ground spr ing bleeds off any static electr ici ty accumu
lating on the spindle. 
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Spindle Lock-Brake' 

The spindle-lock brake holds the spindle stationary whenever a 
disk pack is installed or removed. It is actuated by the disk 
pack storage cannister which con tacts the spindle brake lock 
arm. This causes the brake tooth to move up and engage a slot 
in the bottom of the spindle thus preventing the spindle from 
rotating. When the cannister is removed, the arm is released, 
the brake tooth disengages, and the spindle is free to turn. 

Speed Transducer_ 

The speed transducer is a device that generates signals used to 
determine if spindle speed is sufficient to allow the heads to 
fly. The transducer is mounted beneath the spindle and con
sists of a small coil and core assembly. The transducer acts 
as a magnetic pick up, generating a pulse each time it senses a 
magnetic flux change. Since there are two magnetic slugs em
bedded in the bottom plate assembly of the disk pack (at 180 
intervals),. two pulses are generated for each revoltuion of the 
pack. 

The speed logic moni tors these signals and uses them to deter
mine if spindle speed is at least 3000 r/min. When this speed 
is reached, the Speed Pulse In te rval Detector can no longe r 
time out and the Up To Speed signal is generated. It is this 
signal which allows the Emergency Retract Relay to pick and the 
heads to load. As long as the dri ve remains up to speed, the 
Emergency Retract Relay remains picked allowing the power am
plifier to control the carriage position. 

Pack Access Cover Switch. 

The pack access cover switch must be closed for the drive motor 
to start. The switch is in series with the START switch, and 
therefore only allows the S tart signal through when the pack 
access cover is closed. 

HEAD POSITIONING 

GENERAL 

Data is· read from and wr i tten on the disk by the heads. How
ever, the drive must position the heads over a specific track 
on the disk pack before a read or wr i te operation can be per
formed. Head positioning is performed by the actuator, under 
control of the signals received from the servo circuits (refer 
to discuss ion on Seek Functions) • 
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The actuator is mounted at the rear of the deck assembly in a 
pos i tion so that the heads (when ex tended) are dr i ven in to the 
pack area wi thin the shroud and out over the disk pack. The 
actuator (see figure 3-10) is made up of the rail bracket, car
riage and coil, and magnet assemblies. 

ACTUATOR PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

The car r iage is the moveable por tion of the assembly. I t has 
the heads mounted on the front portion and the coil is attached 
to the rear. The carriage bearings ride on the upper and lower 
rails. The upper rail is attached to the rail bracket which is 
in turn attached to the deck casting. The lower rail is at
tached directly to the deck casting. In order to achieve ac
curate positioning, a precise alignment exists between the 
rails, rail bracket and deck castings. 

Two cam towers, mounted on the front of the rail bracket, sup
port the heads when they are in their retracted position. As 
the carriage moves forward dur ing the heads load sequence, the 
heads ride down the ramps on the cam towers and are loaded onto 
the disk surface. 

In addition to the upper rail and cam towers, the rail bracket 
also provides mounting for the upper stop block, heads loaded 
swi tch, and the flex lead assembly. The upper stop block, in 
conj unction with the lower stop block which is mounted on the 
deck, provide an absolute stop to prevent the carriage from 
being driven too far forward. The heads loaded switch provides 
a signal to the log ic to indicate when the heads are loaded. 
The switch opens when the heads are extended (loaded). The 
flex lead assembly provides a means of applying voice coil 
drive power to the moving voice coil. The flex lead assembly 
consists of two flat flexible conductors and their associated 
insulating strips. 

The magnet assembly prov ides a cutout area which allows the 
coil to move in and out of the magnet in response to the servo 
signals. The magnet also houses the veloci ty transducer. The 
transducer consists of a coil and a core. The transducer coil 
extends through the cen ter of the magnet assembly and remains 
in a fixed position. The coil is attached to the rear of the 
carriage, inside the voice coil, and moves with the carriage. 
The velocity transducer provides an output signal which has am
plitude and polari ty directly proportional to the rate and di
rection of the carriage movement. 
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ACTUATOR FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

The movement of the carriage and voice coil (and therefore the 
heads) is controlled by the positioning signals from the servo 
log ic. The positioning signals are derived in the seek logic 
and processed by the power amplifier. The output of the power 
amplifier is a current signal which is applied to the voice 
coil through the flex lead assembly. 

The current from the power amplifier causes a magnetic field 
around the voice coil which reacts with the permanent magnetic 
field around the magnet. This reaction either draws the voice 
coil into the magnetic field or forces it away, depending on 
the polarity of the current through the voice coil. The accel
eration of the voice coil is dependent on the amplitude of the 
voice coil current. 

HEAD DESCRIPTION 

General 

The heads are electromagnetic devices that record data on and 
read it from the disk pack. They are mounted in the end of a 
supporting arm; the head and arm together are called a head-arm 
assembly. The head-arm assemblies attach to the carriage. 

The dri ve has 6 heads, one for each disk surface. There are 
two types of heads (1) read/write and (2) servo. There are 5 
read/wri te heads which are used to record data on and read it 
from the data surface. There is one servo head which is used 
to read position information from the servo surface. This in
formation is used by the drives servo circuits. 

The following describes the physical characteristics of the 
head-arm assemblies and also how they function during head load 
and unload sequences. Further information concerning the heads 
is found in the discussions on head positioning, read/write, 
and seek functions. 

Head-Arm Assemblies 

Each head-arm assembly consists of a rigid arm, heads load 
spring, gimbal spring, and the head (refer to figure 3-11). 

The rig id arm is moun ted on the car r i age and cau ses car r i age 
motion to be transmitted to the head. However, the arm does 
not prov ide the action necessary for the head to load, unload 
and follow the disk surface. This action is provided by the 
head load and gimbal springs. 
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Figure 3-11. Head-Arm Assembly 
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During head loading aoo unloading, the head load springs ride 
on the carn tower ramps and keep the heads from contacting one 
another. When the heads are loaded, the head load and gimbal 
springs work together and allow the heads to move independently 
of the rigid arms in the direction shown in figure 3-9. Such 
motion is necessary because when the heads are over the disk 
surfaces they do not contact the disk but actually fly on a 
cushion of air created by the spinning of the disk pack. 

Information is sent to and from the heads via the head-arm 
cables. One end of each cable connects to a head and the other 
end has a plug which connects to the head select/read amplifier 
card. 
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Head Loading 

The heads must be loaded before the heads can be positioned to 
a data track for the recording and reading of data. Loading 
the heads consists of moving them forward from their retracted 
(unloaded) positions until they are over the disk surfaces. 
All heads are loaded simultaneously. 

The load sequence is ini tiated during the power up sequence 
when the disk pack has reached 2800 r/min. At this speed the 
spinning disk creates a sufficient cushion of air to allow the 
heads to fly. 

the 
cam 
the 

When the pack is up to speed and the load logic is enabled, 
heads move forward with the head load springs riding on the 
tower ramps. As the heads move out over the disk surfaces, 
head springs ride off the surfaces of the cam tower ramps 
fer to figure 3-12). 

(re-

The load springs, while riding off the ramps, unflex and force 
the heads toward the air cushions on the spinning disk sur
faces. When the cushions of air are encountered, they resist 
any further approach by the heads. However, the head load spr
i ngs con ti nue to for ce the head s down un ti 1 the oppos ing ai r 
and spring pressures are equal. 

HEAD LOAD SPRING 

~ ! Rt
AR

• 

~ CAM SURFACE 

HEAD 

UNFLEXED PROFILE 
OF HEAD ASSEMBLY 

~ 
HEADS UNLOADED-CAM 

~ 
SURFACE ON EACH HEAD 

=
-':t:::::::::;::~~::;;::;;;;;::::r:=======~== ASSEMB L Y RID ES 0 N CAM 

__ -= ,_. RETRACTED. HEAD FACE ===7=-==== 7 1 II TOWER WHEN CARRIAGE IS 

~I MOVES CLEAR OF 
/ DISK SURFACE. 

DUAL SURFACE DISK 

(PART OF ~;: CAM:T~:: __ ~ HEADS LOADED -CAM SURFACE ON EACH 
HEAD ASSEMBLY RIDES OFF CAM TOWER AS 
CARRIAGE EXTENDS. MOVEMENT OF 
HEAD LOAD SPRING MOVES HEAD 
TOWARD DISK SURFACE UNTIL OPPOSING 
FORCE OF AIR LAYER CANCELS 
FORCE OF HEAD ASSEMBLY. CUSHIONING LAYER OF AIR EXISTS 

ON SURFACE OF SPINNING DISK. 
HEAD GIMBALS COMPENSATE FOR 
DISK VARIATIONS. 

Figure 3-12. Head Loading 
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The air cushion pressure varies directly with disk speed and if 
the disk pack is rotating at the proper speed, the air and 
spring pressures should be equal when the heads are flying at 
the correct height above the disks. 

If the disk pack drops below this speed, air cushion pressure 
decreases and the head load spr ings force the heads closer to 
the disks. Suffici ent loss of speed causes the heads to stop 
flying and contact the disk surfaces. This is called head 
crash and can cause damage to both the head and disk surfaces. 

Because insufficient disk speed causes head crash, loading oc
curs only after the disk pack is up to speed. For the same 
reason, the heads unload automatically if disk pack speed drops 
below a safe operating level (refer to discussion on emergency 
retract) • 

Head Unloading, 

The heads mu'st be unloaded whenever the pack is stopped or if 
it is spinning too slowly to fly the heads. Unloading consists 
of retracting the heads until they are no longer over the disk 
surf aces. 

The unload sequence is ini tiated ei ther dur ing a normal power 
off sequence, or during an emergency retract function. In both 
cases current is applied to the voice coil that causes the car
riage to move back towards the retracted stop. 

As the carriage retracts, the head load springs encounter the 
cam tower ramps and the heads are pulled away f rom the disk 
surfaces. The carriage continues to move back until it is 
fully retracted. 

AIR FLOW SYSTEM 

The air flow system provides cooling for the electronic compo
nents in the drive and a supply of clean air into the pack area 
to ensure cleanliness. The air flow system includes the blower 
assembly, primary filter, and absolute filter. 

Air is initially drawn in through the primary filter which re
moves most of the particles from the air. The primary filter 
is located in the fron t of the case assembly on all moun ti ng 
configurations except the acoustic. The primary filter in the 
acoustic cabinet is located in the front of the cabinet base, 
facing the floor. 
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On all dri ves, the air is drawn into the machine by the blower 
assembly. The blower motor provides the force to pull the air 
in and then push it through the machine. A port in the rear of 
the blower housing vents air into the read/write cards on the 
back of the shroud and through the logic chassis. 

The other outlet from the blower housing vents air through the 
absolute fil ter, which removes all par ticles which might cause 
damage to the heads or disks. The air is then blown into the 
pack area, across the turning disks, and out through the heads 
and actuator mechanism. Since the air is forces into the pack 
area, a positive pressure is created which prevents contami
nated air from entering around the pack access cover. Air 
corning out of the pack area through the actuator also vents ac
ross the power amplifier and power supply. 

INTERFACE 

GENERAL 

All communications between drive and controller must pass 
through the interface. This communication includes all com
mands, status, con trol signals and read/wr i te data transmi tted 
and received by the drive. 

The interface consists of the I/O cables and the logic required 
to process the signals sent between drive and controller. 

The following describes both the I/O cables and I/O signal pro
cessing. 

I/O CABLES 

All signal lines between drive and controller are contained in 
two I/O cables. These are referred to as the A and B cables. 

The A cable con tains lines connected in twisted pai rs, which 
carry commands and con trol information to the dri ve and status 
information to the controller. 

The B cable con tai ns lines which are ei ther shielded or con
nected as twisted pairs. These lines carry read/write data, 
clock and status information between drive and controller. 

Figure 3-13 shows all lines (except those not used) in the A 
and B cables. The functions of each of these Ii nes is ex
plained in tables 3-1 and 3-2. 
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Figure 3-13. Interface Lines 
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TABLE 3-1. CONTROLLER TO DRIVE SIGNAL LINE FUNCTIONS 

Signal Line Signal Function 

Sequence Power Used for power sequencing. A ground on this 
pick line powers up drive if LOCAL/REMOTE switch 

is in REMOTE, and START switch is on (refer 
to discussion on Power System)~ 

Sequence Power Used for power sequencing. This line must be 
Hold grounded at controller for drive to complete 

and hold remote power up sequence (refer to 
discussion on Power System). 

Drive Select Allows signal information to be received by 
Hold drive. Signal must be active to sele-ct or 

control drive. Essentially an open cable de
tector. 

Tag Gate Out Enables dr i ves tag bus decode thus gating the 
tag bus commands to the drive logic (refer to 
discussion in I/O Signal processing) • 

Tag Bus 0-2 Carry information which is decoded by drives 

Bus Out Bits 

Write Clock 

Read/Write Data 

83324220 B 

tag bus decode and used in conj unct ion wi th 
Bus Out Lines to produce desired function 
(refer to table 3-3 and to discussion on I/O 
Signal Processing) 

Carry information which is used in conjunc
tion with Tag Bus lines to produce specific 
drive functions (refer to table 3-3 and to 
discussion on I/O Signal Processing) 

Used by drive write circuits this signal is 
synchronized to NRZ data sent from control
ler. This signal is actually Servo clock re
transmitted to the drive by the controller 
and is transmitted continuously. 

Carries Write data to drive during write op
erations and Read data to controller dur ing 
read operations (refer to discussions on 
Read/Write functions). 
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TABLE 3-2. DRIVE TO CONTROLLER SIGNAL LINE FUNCTIONS 

Signal Function 

Sector 

Index 

Tag Gate In 

Bus In Bits 

Servo Clock 

Module 
Addressed 

Interrupt 

3-34 

.. 

Derived from servo surface of disk pack, this 
signal can occur any number of times per re
volution of disk pack. Number of sector pul
ses occurring per revolution depends on set
ting of switches on card in position A06 in 
logic chassis (refer to discussion on Sector 
Detection) • 

Occurs once per revolution of disk pack and 
its leading edge is considered leading edge 
of sector zero. This pulse is typically 2.5 
ps in width (refer to discussion on Index) • 

Goes active about 300 ns after the drive has 
recei ved Select Hold and Tag Gate Out; by 
this time Bus In is stable and can be sampled 
by con trolle r • I t should be noted that 
during read/write operations Bus In is dynam
ic and Tag Gate In indicates compliance wi th 
the command. 

Carry status information concerning operation 
being performed (refer to table 3-3). 

Derived from disk pack servo surface, this 
signal has a nominal frequency of 9.67 Mhz 
but varies as disk pack rotational speed 
varies (refer to discussion on Machine Clock). 

Goes active when drive receives Tag 000 
accompanied by logical address (on Bus Out 
Bi ts 4-7) that match logical address as in
dicated by drive Logical address Plug (refer 
to discussion on Unit Selection) • 

Goes active when drives rotational position 
sensing is activated and the drive is over a 
specified sector (refer to discussion on ro
tational position sensing). 

Table Continued on Next Page 
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TABLE 3-2. DRIVE TO CONTROLLER SIGNAL LINE FUNCTIONS (Contd) 

Signal Function 

Seek End Indicates a seek operation has been 
completed. It is an indication of On Cylin
der or seek error; therefore, the seek mayor 
may not have been successful (refer to dis
cussion on Seek Functions). 

Read Clock Derived from NRZ read data in those units 
with Read PLO option (refer to discussions on 
Read/Write Functions). 

I/O SIGNAL PROCESSING' 

General 

I/O signals from the controller ini tiate and control all drive 
operations except power on (refer to discussion on Power Sys
tem) • The I/O signals are sent to receivers in the drive and 
are routed from the receivers to the appropriate drive logic. 
The drive in turn sends information back to the controller via 
the transmi tters. Figure 3-14 shows all I/O signals and how 
they are routed to and from the drive logic. . 

There are two basic types of I/O signals: (1) tag/bus out/bus 
in and (2) discrete. The two types differ in that the tag/bus 
out/bus in signals work in conjunction to perform a variety of 
functions while generally the discrete signals work indepen
dently each performing a specific function. Both types are de
scribed in the following. 
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Tag/Bus Signals 

All commands are sent to the drive via the tag and bus out sig
nal lines. The tag lines define the basic operation to be per
formed and the bus out lines modify or further define the basic 
operation. Whenever the drive receives a tag/bus out command 
it responds by sending status information back to the control
ler via the bus in lines. 

Table 3-3 explains all the tag/bus out commands recogni zed by 
the dri ve and also describes the dri ves bus in responses to 
them. Figure 3-15 is a flow chart of the basic tag/bus out 
command sequence. 

CONTROLLER ill CONTROLLER DRIVE FUNCTION 
SENDS TAG/BUS SENDS TAG GATE DECODE DECODES DRIVE 

OUT COMMAND ~ OUT INDICATING I-r---?' TAG AND BUS OUT ~ PERFORMS 

TO DRIVE TAG AND BUS INTO COMMAND OPERATION 
OUT ARE STABLE 

It 

DRIVE SENDS 
DRIVE SENDS 

NOTES: 

ASSUMES DRIVE HAS BEEN 
PREVIOUSLY SELECTED. 

STATUS TO -----? CONTROLLER 
VIA BUS IN 

TAG GATE IN CONTROLLER 
INDICATING -----? EXAMINES 
BUS IN IS BUS IN 
STABLE 

9E161 

Figure 3-15. Tag/Bus Out Command Sequence Flow Chart 
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TABLE 3-3. TAG FUNCTIONS 

Tag Function 

000 
uni t Select 

3-38 

1. Used in conjunction with Bus Out bits 4-7 
to initiate drive selection. Once se
lected, the drive replies with Module Ad
dressed and status on Bus In (refer to 
discussion on Unit Selection for more in
formation) • 

2. Bus Out is defined as follows: 

BOB 

0-3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Not Used 

Logical Address 

Logical Address 

Logical Address 

Logical Address 

Bit 23 

Bit 22 

Bit 21 

Bit 20 

3. Bus In is defined as follows: 

BIB 0 

BIB 1 

BIB 2 

BIB 3 

Device 10: If logical one it indi
cates 80 MB drive. If logical zero 
it indicates 40 MB drive. 

Device 10: Always false to indicate 
that this unit has 5 data heads. 

Not Used 

Attention: When true it indicates 
that heads were unloaded and disk 
pack slowed down (possible pack 
change). This bit is cleared by Tag 
010, BOB 1 (Clear Attention). 

BIB 4-7 Logical Address: Reflect contents 
of Bus Out bits 4-7. 

Table Continued on Next Page 
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TABLE 3-3. TAG FUNCTIONS (Contd) 

Tag Function 

001 
Error 
Recovery 

83324220 A 

1. Initiate data error recovery operations. 
Specific operation is determined by bus 
out bits accompanying tag. 

2. Bus Out is defined as follows: 

BOB 0* Early Strobe: Conditions MFM to NRZ 
converter circuits to strobe data at 
earlier than optimum time (refer to 
discussion on Read PLO/Data Separator) • 

BOB 1* Late Strobe: Same as early strobe ex
cept that data is strobed at later 
than optimum time. 

BOB 2 Positive Offset: Causes drive to move 
heads slightly off the on cylinder po
sition in a direction towards the 
spindle. 

BOB 3 Negative Offset: Same 
offset except heads are 
from spindle. 

BOB 4- Not Used 
7 

as pas i tive 
moved away 

These cond i tions are disabled by any of the 
following conunands: RTZ (Tag 010, BOB 0), 
Low Cylinder (Tag 110), Clear Error Recovery 
(Tag 010, BOB 4), or another Tag 001 with the 
associated bit (0, 1, 2, or 3) false. 

3. Bus In is the same as for Tag 000. 

Table Continued on Next Page 
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TABLE 3-3. TAG FUNCTIONS (Contd) 

Tag Function 

010 
Diagnostic 

3-40 

1. Causes drive to perform various diagnostic 
functions, the specific functions per
formed depends on the contents of bus out. 

2. Bus Out is defined as follows: 

BOB 0 Return to Zero Seek (RTZ): Causes 
drive to perform seek to cylinder 
000. It also clears the Seek Error 
FF, resets the head reg ister and dis
ables the Early/Late strobe and servo 
offset conditions. 

BOB 1 Clear Attention: Clears the drives 
Attention FF. 

BOB 2 Clear Check Diagnostic: Provided 
fault condition no longer exists, this 
clears drives Fault FF and the Check 
D i agnos tic bi t. Howeve r, f aul t reg i s
ter FFs and indicators are not cleared 
(refer to discussion on Fault and Er
ror Cond i tions) • 

BOB 3 Clear Fault Status: Provided fault no 
longer exists, this clears drive's 
Fault latch, Fault register FFs and 
maintenance indicators (refer to dis
cussion of Fault and Error Conditions). 

BOB 4 Clear Error Recovery: Disables error 
recovery conditions initiated by Error 
Recovery Tag (001). 

BOB 5 Clear RPS: Disables rotational posi
tion sensing (refer to discussion on 
rotational position sensing). 

BOB 6, Not Used 
7 

Table Continued on Next Page 
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TABLE 3-3. TAG FUNCTIONS (Contd) 

Function 

3. Bus in is defined as follows: 

BIB a No Head Select: Indicates dri ve has 
been commanded to select a head ad
dress greater than 4 (maximum head ad
dress). Bit is cleared by selecting a 
valid head count (address less than 4). 

BIB 1 Wri te Fault: Indicates an absence of 
write current when a write operation 
is being performed. Detection of this 
fault prevents drive from writing data. 

BIB 2 Wri te or Read and Off Cylinder: In-
dicates that a write or read operation 
has been attempted while the heads are 
not on cylinder. Detection of this 
fault prevents drive from writing data. 

BIB 3 write and Read: Indicates that a 
wri te and a read operation were com
manded at the same time. Detection of 
this fault prevents drive from writing 
data. 

BIB 4 Vol tage Faul t: Indicates 5 V, 20 V, 
or 46 V are below normal. This fault 
prevents drive from writing. 

BIB 5 Head Select Fault: Indicates more 
than one head selected at same time. 
This fault prevents drive from writing. 

BIB 6 Seek Error: Indicates one of the fol
lowing er rors occur red dur ing seek op
eration. 

• Drive unable to complete seek 
wi thin 500 ms. 

Table Continued on Next Page 
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TABLE 3-3. TAG FUNCTIONS (Contd) 

Tag Function 

3-42 

• Carriage moved to position out
side recording field (forward or 
reverse EOT detected). 

• Dri ve was commanded to seek to 
cylinder address greater than 822 
(410 on 40 MB units). 

Seek error condi tion is cleared only 
by Return to Ze ro Seek command (Tag 
010, Bm 0). 

BIB 7 Write Protect: Indicated drive's 
write circuits are disabled. This 
signal goes true under any of the fol
lowing cond i tions: 

• WRITE PROTECT swi tch on dri ve oper
ator panel is depressed and indica
tor is lighted. 

• Head alignment is being performed. 

• Fault condition exists that inhibits 
writer. 

Write protect condition is disabled 
when WRITE PROTECT switch on drive op
erator panel is pressed to extinguish 
indicator. If a write operation is 
commanded during a write protect con
di tion the Check Diagnostic bi t goes 
true. 

Table Continued on Next Page 
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TABLE 3-3. TAG FUNcrIONS (Contd) 

Tag Function 

all 
Head Select 

High Cylinder 
100 

83324220 A 

1. Initiates selection of head indicated 
by address on bus out (refer to discus
sion on Head Selection). 

2. Bus out is defined as follows: 

BOB 

0-4 Not Used 

5 Head Address 22 

6 Head Address 21 

7 Head Address 20 

3. Bus in bits are defined the same as for 
Tag 010. 

1. 

2. 

Sends high cylinder address bits 
(28 am 29 ) to the dri ve via 
out. These bits must always precede 
low cylinder address bits sent via 
110. 

Bus out is defined as follows: 

BOB --
0-5 Not Used 

6 Cylinder Address Bit 29 (used 
on 80 MB uni ts) 

7 Cylinder Address Bit 28 

Table Continued on Next Page 

bus 
the 
Tag 

only 
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TABLE 3-3. TAG FUNCTIONS (Contd) 

Tag Function 

Target 
Register 

101 

3-44 

3. Bus in contains Target register bits 20 
through 27 • This information is loaded 
into Target register during a Tag 101 and 
is defined as follows: 

BIB 

0 Enable RPS 

1 Target Sector Bit 26 

2 Target Sector Bit 25 

3 Target Sector Bit 24 

4 Target Sector Bit 23 

5 Target Sector Bit 22 

6 Target Sector Bit 21 

7 Target Sector Bit 20 

1. Used to initiate rotational position sen
sing (RPS) and also to read contents of 
drive's Present Sector register. The 
specific function performed depends on 
the contents of bus out (refer to discus
sion on Rotational Position Sensing) • 

2. Bus out is defined as follows: 

Table Continued on Next Page 
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TABLE 3-3. TAG FUNCTIONS (Contd) 

BOB 0 

BOB 1 

BOB 2 

BOO 3 

BOB 4 

BOB 5 

BOB 6 

BOB 7 

Function 

Enable RPS: When true it causes 
drive to store, in its Target re
gister, the sector address con
tained on Bus Out bits 1-7 and 
also enables RPS so drive will 
raise its Interrupt line each 
time it reaches this sector. 
When false, it causes drive to 
store, in its Target register, 
the address of sector it is in 
when command is recei ved. RPS is 
not enabled when the bit is false. 

Target Sector 13 it 26 

Target Sector Bit 25 

Target Sector Bit 24 

Target Sector Bit 23 

Target Sector Bit 22 

Target Sector Bit 21 

Target Sector Bit 20 

3. When BOB 0 is true, bus in reflects what 
was sent on bus out (target sector). 
When BOB 0 is false, bus in displays sec
tor drive was in when command was receiv
ed (present sector). Bit assignments in 
both cases are as follows: 

BIB with BOB 0 
True 

o Enable RPS 

with BOB 0 
False 

S tore Present Sector 

Table Continued on Next Page 
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TABLE 3-3. TAG FUNCTIONS (Contd) 

Tag Function 

Low 
Cylinder 

110 

3-46 

1 Target Sector 26 

2 Target Sector 25 

3 Target Sector 24 

4 Target Sector 2 3 

5 Target Sector 22 

6 Target Sector 21 

7 Target Sector 20 

Present Sector 26 

Present Sector 2 5 

Present Sector 24 

Present Sector 23 

Present Sector 22 

Present Sector 21 

Present Sector 2 0 

1. Sends lower seven bits of new cylinder ad
dress to drive and initiates seek opera
ti on. This tag must he preceded by a 
high cylinder tag (100) if there is a 
change in the high cyl inder address (hi ts 
28 and 29). 

2. Bus Out is defined as follows: 

BOB 

o Cylinder Address 27 

1 Cylinder Address 26 

2 Cylinder Address 25 

3 Cylinder Address 24 

4 Cylinder Address 23 

5 Cylinder Address 22 

Table Continued on Next Page 
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TABLE 3-3. TAG FUNCTIONS (Contd) 

Tag Function 

'\ 

Control 
III 

l. 83324220 A 

6 Cylinder Address 21 

7 Cylinder Address 20 

3. Bus in is defined the same as for Tag Ill. 

1. Initiates various functions depending on 
the contents of bus out. 

2. Bus out is defined as follows. 

BOB 0 

BOB 1 

BOB 2 

BOB 3 

BOB 4 

Transfer 
drive to 
present 
register 
RPS) • 

Sector count: Causes 
enable RPS and transfer 

sector count to Target 
(refer to discussion on 

write Gate: Causes drive to 
start wr i ting data on disk (refer 
to discussion on Write Circuits) • 

Not Used 

Read Gate: Causes dri ve to read 
data from disk and send it to 
controller (refer to discussion 
on Read Circuits). 

Address Mark Enable: Causes 
dri ve to ei ther read or wr i te ad
dress marks. When this bit is 
true, along with BOB 1 (Write 
Gate) the drive creates an ad
dress mark and wri te fault ·detec
tion is inhibited. When this bit 
is true along wi th BOB 3 (Read 
Gate) the drive ·searches for and 
address mark and when it is found 
sets BIB 4 (refer to discussions 
on Read/Write Functions) • 

Table Continued on Next Page 
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TABLE 3-3. TAG FUNCTIONS (Contd) 

Tag Function 

3-48 

BOB 5-7 Not Used 

3. Bus in is defined as follows: 

BIB a Address Mark Found: Goes true 
when drive detects an address 
mark during a read operation. 

BIB 1 Not Used 

BIB 2 On Cylinder: Indicates heads are 
posi tioned and drive is ready to 
read, write or perform another 
seek ope ration. 

BIB 3 Uni t Ready: Indicates dri ve is 
up to speed, heads are loaded, 
and no fault condition exists. 

BIB 4, Not Used 
5 

BIB 6 

BIB 7 

Offset Active: Indicated drive 
servo is in offset mode. 

Check Diagnostics: 
of the following 
ists: 

Indicates 
conditions 

• Seek Error latch set 

• Fault latch set 

• No Head Selected fault 

• Write Gate true during write 
protect condition. 

one 
ex-

Further information status can be 
obtai ned vi a a Tag 010 (0 i agnos
tic) • 

*Applicable only to units with Read PLO option. 
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Discrete Signal 

In addition to the tag/bus out/bus in signals,' there are vari
ous discrete signal lines going between drive and controller. 
These lines carry clock, status, con trol and read/wr i te data 
signals. The function of each of the discrete lines is ex
plained in table 3-2. 

UNIT SELECTION 

The dri ve must be selected before it will respond to any com
mands from or transmit certain I/O signals to the controller. 
This is the case because Tag/Bus Out decode and certain trans
mitters are not enabled until the drives Module Selected signal 
is active (this is shown on figure 3-14. 

The unit select sequence is initiated by a Select tag (000) ac
companied by an address on Bus Out bi ts 24 through 27. Be
cause the tag and Bus Out recei vers are enabled by the Dr i ve 
Select Hold signal, it is necessary that this signal be acti ve 
when the Unit Select Tag and logical address are sent. 

When the drive recognizes the Unit Select tag, it compares its 
own logical address to the address sent by the controller. The 
dr i ves logical address is determined by the logical address 
plug which fits into the operator control panel. Depending on 
the plug used, this address can be any number from 0 to 15. If 
no plug is used the number is 15. 

I f the address sent by the con troller is the same as that of 
the drive, the drive enables its Module Addressed signal. This 
signal is sent to the con troller and is also used by the dri ve 
to enable certain transmitters and to enable Tag/Bus Out func
tion decode to decode other commands. 

Figure 3-16 shows the logic involved 
table 3-4 briefly describes the major 
figure. 

SEEK FUNCTIONS 

GENERAL 

in uni t sel ecti on and 
elements shown in this 

Seek operations are those dri ve functions that cause a reposi
tioning of the read/write heads. The heads are attached to the 
actuator which, in turn, is moved by a voice coil positioner. 
The mechanical elements involved are described in the discus
sions on electromachanical functions. 
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The discussion on Seek operations is divided into the following 
areas: 

• Servo Circui t Operation - Descr ibes the servo circui t, 
which controls the voice coil positioner. 

• Bas ic Seek Operation - Provides a general description of 
how the drive functions during a seek operation. 

• Types of Seeks - Describes the different types of seeks 
performed by the drive. 

• End of Travel Detection - Describes what happens when the 
drive positions the heads beyond the normal area of tra
vel. 
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TABLE 3-4. 

Element 

Compare Circuits 

Logic Plug 

Logic Plug Address 
Register 

Unit Select 
Address Register 

Module Addressed 
FF 

UNIT SELECT CIRCUIT FUNCTIONS 

Function 

Compares address sent from controller 
with that of drive logical address plug 
and provides acti ve output when they are 
the same. 

Fits into drive operator control panel 
and determines logical address of drive. 

Loads address of logic plug when unit 
Select Tag is received and applies it to 
input of compare ci rcu it. 

Loads address sent by controller when 
Uni t Select tag is recei ved and appl ies 
it to input of compare circuits. 

Setting this FF enables Module Addressed 
signal to controller indicating drive is 
selected. Enables tag and bus out func
tion decode so drive can respond to fur
ther commands, and also enables Bus In 
and various other transmitters to con
troller • 

The following discussions on seek functions are applicable to 
all drives covered by this manual. However because the number 
of usable tracks differs between the 40 and 80 MB drives, some 
specifications relating to track numbering and seek length are 
different. When differences exist, the 40 MB specifications 
are given first and the 80 MB follows in parenthesis. 

SERVO CIRCUIT OPERATION 

The servo circui t is a closed loop servo-mechanism used to po
sition the read/write heads. Figure 3-17 is a simplified sche
matic of the servo circuit. Functions of the major elements of 
the system are explained in Table 3-5. 

A servo loop sums all of the error voltages imposed on it. The 
loop always attempts to maintain itself at a null. I f not 
nulled, the loop will adjust the correctable device (in this 
case, the voice coil positioner) to achieve this null. Signals 
applied to the loop are called error vol tage. Two major error 
voltages are used: 
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1. A position error: this is the departure of the position
er from the desired position. 

2. A feedback signal to modify (or oppose) the position er-
ror to cause a smooth motion of the positioner. 

The posi tion er ror signal is provided by the coarse pos i tion 
voltage generator and the fine position voltage amplifier and 
their allied elements. The amplitude of the signal is propor
tional to the distance from the present position to the desired 
position. The major feedback signal is the output of the velo
ci ty transducer. The ampli tude of this signal is proportional 
to the velocity of the positioner while the polarity indicates 
the direction of motion, forward or reverse. 

TABLE 3-5. SERVO CIRCUIT FUNCTIONS 

Circuit Element Function 

Cylinder Address 
Register 

Cylinder Address 
Adder 

Holds the present cylinder address. It is 
updated to the new cylinder address when a 
seek is initiated. 

Combines the present cylinder address with 
the new cylinder address complement to ar
rive at the difference. 

Difference Counter Holds the number of tracks yet to be 
crossed before reaching the desired track 
or cylinder. Counte r value is zero when on 
cylinder. 

Digi tal-to-Analog 
Conver ter 

83324220 A 

Monitors the seven lowest order bits of 
difference counter to provide an analog in
dication of Position Error during the last 
128 (256) tracks (except last track) of all 
Seek operations. 

Table Continued on Next Page 
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TABLE 3-5. SERVO CIRCUIT FUNCTIONS (Contd) 

Circuit Element Function 

position Converter 

Desired Velocity 
Function Generator 

Summing Amplifier 

Switching Mode 
Control 

Load Gate 

3-54 

Provides coarse posi tion error signal, the 
amplitude of which is proportional to the 
number of tracks to go. Amplitude is 
clamped at negative saturation while tracks 
remaining are equal to, or greater than 
128 (256) • Amplitude decreases in discrete 
steps (controlled by D/A converter) as the 
last 128(256) tracks of a seek are 
crossed. Signal is inverted for reverse 
seeks. 

Processes position error signal at gain 
levels that vary as position error de
creases. The resulting output is the ana
log representation of the desired veloci ty 
curve to achieve maximum control to decel
eration. The parallel non-linear feedback 
circuit maintains tight loop control by in
creasing gain as the posi tion error signal 
approaches zero. This gain control pre
vents loss of control dur ing the cr i tical 
deceleration portion of the seek and is es
sential to minimize overshoot and settle 
out problems. It also minimizes drift 
about null. 

Generates a control signal to drive the 
power amplifier. When posi tion error ex
ceeds Velocity Amplifier signal, control 
signal causes power amplifier to accelerate 
carriage. When velocity signal exceeds Po
sition Error, carriage decelerates. 

Decelerates carriage from tracks equal 
128(256) to tracks equal 7 by supplying 
pulses of maximum reverse current to the 
voice coil to follow position error decel
eration curve. 

Provides a constant posi ti ve 
summing amplifier forward 
during the load sequence. 

Table Continued on Next Page 

input to the 
head motion 
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TABLE 3-5. SERVO CIRCUIT FUNCTIONS (Contd) 

. 
Circuit Element 

RTZ GATE 

Power Ampli fier 

Function 

Provides a constant negative input to the 
summing amplifier to cause reverse head mo
tion during an RTZ operation. 

Responds to summing amplifier derived con
trol signal to dri ve carriage mounted voice 
coil pos i tioner. Cur rent feedback is used 
to stabilize the gain of the power ampli
fier. 

Velocity Amplifier Amplifies signal of carriage mounted linear 
veloci ty transducer to provide an indica
tion of velocity to the servo circuit. Al
so receives a negative feedback from posi
tioner which acts to cancel cur rent coup
ling that occur s f rom the veloci ty trans
ducer location within the magnetic field 
created when current is applied to the 
voice coil posi tione r. The associated am
plifier disable forces amplifier gain to 
zero during a Power Off sequence (unload 
heads) • This is required so that coupling 
between the positioner field and the vela
ci ty transducer does not cause oscillation 
during movement to the retraction position. 

Velocity 
Integrator 

83324220 A 

Provides an integrated representation of 
velocity between each of the last 256 track 
pulses of a seek. Integrator is clamped 
off to gain of zero at all other times. 
Integrator output is a sawtooth waveform 
applied to input of desired velocity func
tion generator between each track pulse to 
fill in or smooth out the stepped signal of 
the D/A converter (received via the posi
t i on con ve r te r) • 

Table Continued on Next Page 
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TABLE 3-5. SERVO CIRCUIT FUNCTIONS (Contd) 

Circuit Element Function 

Fine Servo and 
Fine Latch 

Slope FF 

On Cylinder 
Detector 

3-56 

Fine servo monitors integrated velocity. 
When difference counter is I (T=l) and in
tegrated velocity exceeds 1.4 V, it indi
cates that there is one-half track to go. 
Fine latch sets to enable fine gate and di
sable coarse gate. This swi tches position 
Error input to summing amplifier from de
sired velocity (coarse gate) to fine posi
tion (fine gate). Fine also has the fol
lowing effects: 

a. Turns on integrator clamp to switch 
off velocity integrator 

b. Enables on cylinder detection. 

Dur ing load or RTZ sequences, both outputs 
of Fine latch are high. This disables both 
the fine and coarse gates so that motion is 
under control of load gate or RTZ gate. 

Used to select proper track servo signal 
phase for use as fine position analog sig
nal (signal controlling servo' loop as last 
track is approached and carriage is 
stopped) • If CAR bi t 0 is not set, the 
seek destination is an even numbered track 
and the track servo signal will not be in
verted for use in stopping the carriage. 
If CAR bit 0 is set, an odd track is ident
ified and track servo is inverted. Regis
ter bit content is placed in Slope FF which 
performs actual gating. 

Monitors fine position signal when T~l. 
When signal is less than about 0.3 V 
(0.98 V), heads are close enough to track 
centerline to be assumed to be on cylin
der. After 1.75 ms delay, On Cylinder is 
returned to controller and to drive logic. 
If heads overshoot at end of seek so that 
voltage exceeds 0.5 V(I.61 V), delay is re
initiated. Delay permits carriage to set
tle out before controller may attempt any 
read/write operations. 
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The loop applies its position and feedback signals to one 
point, the summing amplifier. If the summation of these sig
nals is not equal to zero, the summing amplifier outputs a SIg
nal proportional to the ampli tude of the error vol tage (which 
signifies the amount of displacement from the desired position) 
and the phase of the error vol tage (which indicates the direc
tion of displacement). 

The error output from the summin~ amplifier is applied to the 
power amplifier which supplies the current for the voice coil 
positioner. The voice coil positioner supports and moves the 
read/write heads. The voice coil is located within a powerful 
magnet and whenever a cur rent passes through the voice coil 
windings, the interaction of the induced emf and the magnet's 
flux field cause the positioner to move. The acceleration of 
the motion is proportional to the polarity and amplitude of the 
voice coil current. 

TRACK SERVO CIRCUIT. 

General. 

The track servo circuit provides head positioning information. 
The signals generated by this circuit: 

1. Generates dibit signals that are used by the end of tra
vel detection, Index, and servo frequency multiplier cir
cui ts. 

2. Generate a track servo signal that indicates the dis
placement of the heads from their nominal track center
line. 

3. Generate cyl inder pulses dur ing seeks to indicate each 
cylinder crossing. 
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Information for this circuit is derived from the track servo 
head (figure 3-18). This is physically similar to the 
read/write heads, except that it does not write. The head 
reads information from the servo track surface of the disk 
pack. This information is known as dibits; dibi t is a shor
tened term for dipole bit. Dibits are prerecorded on the servo 
surface during manufacture of the disk pack. Do not confuse 
the servo surface wi th the other fi ve disk pack recording sur
faces. 

Dibits are the result of the manner in which flux reversals are 
recorded on the servo tracks. One type of track, known as the 
Even track, contains negative dibits. The other track, the Odd 
track, contains positive dibits. 

There are 412 (823) dibi t tracks on the servo surface. At the 
outer edge of the surface is a band of 24 positive dibit 
tracks. This area is the Reverse End of Travel (EOT) or outer 
guard band. In addition, there are 412(823) servo tracks al
ternately recorded with negative and positive dibits. Finally, 
toward the inner edge of the pack, there are 36 tracks con
taining only negative dibits. This is the Forward EaT or inner 
guard band. 

When the read/wr i te heads are located at the centerline of a 
data track, the track servo head is actually centered between 
two of the prerecorded servo tracks and is reading an edge of 
each. The detected signal is a mixture of the two adjacent ·di
bit signals. The amplitude of each dibit component is propor
tional to the read coil overlap of the recorded servo tracks. 
Wi th the head centered, the ampli tudes of the two types of di
bits are equal. As the head moves away from its centered posi
tion, the ampli tude of one dibi t component increases while the 
other decreases. This error voltage is the track servo signal. 

The basic elements of the track servo circuit are illustrated 
in figure 3-19 while Table 3-6 explains their functions. 
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Figure 3-18. Track Servo Disk Layout 
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Figure 3-19. Track Servo Circuit 
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T~BLE 3-6. TRACK SERVO CIRCUIT FUNCTIONS 

Circuit Element Function 

Track Servo Head 

Track Servo 
Preamplifier 

positive and 
Negati ve Gates 

Pos i ti ve and 
Negative Delays 

Even Dibi ts and 
Odd Dibits 
One-Shots 

83324220 A 

Reads dibi t information from the disk servo 
tracks. This head cannot write. 

Amplifies the signal read by the track 
servo head. 

Separate dibit waveforms into positive and 
negative components. positive gate trig
gers during first half-cycle of positive 
dibits (read f rom odd dibi t track) and se
cond half-cycle of negative dibits (read 
f ran even dibi t track). Negative gate 
triggers in the reverse condition. 

Function as synchronizing gates to control 
dibit pulses generation. positive delay 
fires at the leading edge of positive 
gate. If negative gate output is available 
before positive delay times out, it indi
cates that pos i ti ve dibi t has been sensed. 
This fires the odd dibi t one-shot. (Al
though the positive delay fires during ne
gative dibits, a negative gate is not 
available immediately thereafter; the odd 
dibi t one-shot is not enabled.) The nega
tive delay functions in the reverse condi
tion. These delays inhibi t inputs to peak 
detectors so that they react only to the 
positive peaks of their respective dibits. 

Provide 890 ±20 ns pulses indicating dibits. 
Frequency of each one-shot is 403 kHz. 

Table Continued on Next Page 
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TABLE 3-6. TRACK SERVO CIRCUIT FUNCTIONS (Contd) 

Circuit Element Function 

Peak Detectors Provide peak detection of dibit signals. 
Outputs are proportional to dibit ampli
tudes: the greater the amplitude, the more 
negative the output. When head is centered 
between dibit tracks, outputs of + and -
integrators are equal. As head moves from 
centered position, output from one integra
tor increases negati vely while output from 
the other integrator becomes less nega
tive. The difference between these two 
outputs is proportional to servo head dis
placement from centered (on cylinder) posi
tion. 

AGC Circuit AGC voltage is proportional to sum of dibit 
signals. As signal strength increases, 
voltage goes less negative to reduce cir
cuit gain. 

Heads Loaded Provides positive signal when dibit 
Detection amplitude is sufficient to indicate that 

heads are loaded over dibi t tracks. Prior 
to this high output, posi ti ve/negati ve 
gates are inhibited to indicate no servo 
tracks detected. 

Track Servo 
Amplifier 

3-62 

If dibits are not available within 350 ms 
afte r star t of Load sequence (or if lost 
for 350 ms at any other time), no servo 
tracks FF sets. This ini tiates an RTZ se
quence to unload heads and sets faul t FF. 

Provides signal proportional to sum of + 
and - pea k detector s. Output is null when 
head is centered between dibi t tracks (on 
cylinder); negati ve when over odd track or 
outer guard band; posi ti ve when over even 
track or inner guard band. 

Table Continued on Next Page 
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TABLE 3-6. TRACK SERVO CIRCUIT FUNCTIONS (Contd) 

Circuit Element Function 
-
Cylinder Pulse 

Velocity 
Integrator 

End of Travel 
(EOT) Detection 

Reverse EOT FF 

Forward EOT FF 

Dibit Gating, 

Provides cylinder pulses to difference 
counter am other logic elements as track 
servo signal approaches null. One pulse is 
generated per track crossed (even/odd tran
sition or odd/even transition). 

Provides ramp signal proportional to 
distance travelled (velocity integrated 
with time) • Output is positive-going 
during forward seek: negati ve-going during 
reverse seek. Output is pulled back to 
zero to reinitiate integrator function by 
each cylinder pulse, or during certain con
ditions of RTZ or Load sequences. 

Monitors integrated velocity to enable EDT 
circuit. When velocity integrator output 
exceeds about 1.4 V, heads have moved a 
distance of approximately two tracks wi th
out sensing any cylinder pulses. 

Indicates that heads are positioned over 
outer guard band. Refer to First Seek and 
RTZs discussions for further details. 

Indicates that heads are positioned over 
inner guard band. This is an error condi
tion. 

After being differentially amplified, the servo signal is 
applied to gates that separate the dibit signals by sensing the 
positive and negative flux reversals (figure 3-20). A positive 
dibit consists of a positive-going waveform immediately fol
lowed by a negati ve-going waveform. This component tr iggers 
the Odd Dibits FF. On the other hand, a negative dibit con
sists of a negative-going waveform followed immediately by a 
positive-going waveform. This component triggers the Even Di
bits FF. 
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Figure 3-20. Track Servo Circuit - Signals and Timing 

Track Servo Signal Generation 

The track servo signal indicates the displacement of the servo 
head from the on-track position. When the head is centered be
tween dibit tracks, this signal is at a nUll. It swings in the 
positive direction when the amplitude of the even (negative) 
dibits being sensed exceeds the amplitude of the odd (positive) 
dibits, and vice-versa. Amplitude is maximum when the head is 
centered over ooe dibit track, that is, the head is at its max
imum distance from the centerline of the data track. 
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The servo signal is generated by the peak detectors that moni
tor their respective dibits. If the positive dibit amplitude 
exceeds the negative dibit amplitude, the output of the + di
bi ts peak detector is greater than that of the - dibi ts peak 
detector. The outputs of these two detectors are applied to a 
summing ampl i fi er whose output represents the distance between 
the two detector outputs. This output is the track servo sig
nal. This signal is at its maximum negative value when the 
servo head is posi tioned over the outer guard band or over one 
of the odd dibi t tracks. It is at its maximum pos i ti ve value 
when the servo head is posi tioned over the inner guard band or 
over one of the even dibit tracks. 

The track servo signal is applied to the servo circuit and to 
the cylinder detect circuit. In the servo circuit, it is used 
to generate the fine position analog signal that controls move
ment during the last one-half track of a seek or during a Load 
sequence. The cylinder detect cireui t generates cylinde r pul
ses as the track servo signal approaches a null. 

Circui t gain control is achieved by applying the outputs from 
the peak detectors to a second summing amplifier. Its output 
is negative in proportion to signal strength: the stronger the 
signal, the less negative the agc voltage. This signal is ap
plied to the agc amplifier to control the resistance of a FET 
wi thin the amp1i fier. The FET is connected across the di ffer
ential inputs to the ampli fier. The less negative the agc, the 
less the resistance; therefore; more of the signal is shunted 
by the FET to reduce circuit gain. 

Cylinder Pulse Generation 

As the servo head crosses the interface of the even/odd dibi t 
tracks (figure 3-21), the servo signal decreases toward nUll. 
The two detected cylinder pulses are ORed to a Schmitt tr ig
ger. The hysteresis designed into the trigger causes it to be 
up only whi Ie the servo signal is between 0 V and 0.4 V. Thi s 
provides a 40 lls (10 llS) cylinder pulse. Each cylinder pulse 
decrements the difference counter and switches the velocity in
tegrator to ground. 

It is possible that the last cylinder pulse may not be gene
rated when the seek is completed, causing the difference coun
ter to hang up at 001. The On Cylinder signal provides a pulse 
to decrease the difference counter to 000. with the difference 
counter at 000 (T=O) and On Cylinder available, the Seek Com
plete FF sets. 
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The track servo circuit remains active following completion of 
a seek. If the servo head drifts off of its centered position, 
the track servo signal will no longer be at nUll. The signal, 
functioning as the fine position analog signal within the servo 
circuit, will act as a position error signal to drive the posi
tioner back into position. 

BASIC SEEK OPERATION 

General 

Seek operations are ini tiated by a series of control signals 
from the controller or by internally-generated signals within 
the drive during power up conditions. Most long seeks may be 
divided into four phases (see figure 3-22). 

1. Accelerate Phase: the voice coil receives full cur rent 
to move the positioner from the current cylinder towards 
the new cylinder. 

2. Coast Phase: veloci ty is at its maximium and the posi
tioner velocity is constant. 

3. Deceleration Phase: the positioner is 
desired cylinder. Its velocity must 
braking action to prevent overshoot. 

approaching the 
be reduced by 

4. Stop Phase: the posi tioner is almost at the desired cy
linder. It must be stopped at the precise centerline of 
the new data cylinder. The logic is in Fine mode to stop 
and hold the positioner at the new cylinder. 

Refer to the various seek descriptions for detailed information 
on the exact seek sequencing. 

Acceleration Phase 

This phase is con trolled largely by the coarse posi tion error 
signal. The controller sends the desired address to the cylin
der address register and adder. The adder combines the new ad
dress with the present address to obtain the di fference. The 
difference is gated into the difference counter, which decre
ments until tracks-to-go equals zero. 
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The outputs of the di fference coun ter are appl ied to the D/A 
conver ter. The value of these bits indicates the posi tion er
ror (or tracks-to-go) from 0 to 128(256), that is, the ampli
tude of the D/A converter output is directly proportional to 
the number of tracks remaining in the seek. If the remaining 
seek length is greater than 128 (256), the D/A converter output 
is clamped at its maximum saturated value to cause the maximum 
error signal. 

The input to the summing amplifier is now a large signal. 
Since there is no velocity yet, the current through the voice 
coil is maximum, causing maximum acceleration. 

As the posi tioner accelerates, a veloci ty signal 
by the veloci ty transducer. This signal opposes 
error signal. Its amplitude, however, is less. 
continues. 

Coast Phase 

is gene rated 
the position 
Acceleration 

Eventually, the amplitude of the position error signal and the 
velocity feedback signal are equal. The net error signal in 
the loop drops to zero. The summing amplifier output follows, 
so current is cut off. Velocity is constant. Friction losses 
tend to slow the positioner but, as it does, the velocity sig
nal decreases. This allows the position error signal to call 
for more current. 

Deceleration Phase 

Braking action starts as the positioner approaches its selected 
cylinder. 

The track servo circuit (refer to Track Servo Circuit descrip
tion) has been generating cylinder pulses as each cylinder is 
passed. These pulses are used to decrement the difference 
counter. 

When T<256, the servo loop changes to the swi tching mode to 
maintain speed along desired velocity curve. This curve is the 
analog version of the number of tracks-to-go. 

The velocity curve is generated by the desired velocity func
tion generator. Its output is compared with velocity to 
achieve maximum deceleration under all condi tions wi thout over
shoot. The deceleration curve permitting the best control is 
obtained by taking the square root of the posi tion signal and 
comparing it wi th veloci ty. The pos i tion signal is the sum of 
the following: 
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1. The position error signal from the position converter. 
Its output, which is now unclamped, is a signal whose am
plitude is proportional to the number of tracks-to-go. 

2. Integrated veloci ty from the veloci ty integrator. Inte
grating a velocity signal provides a signal proportional 
to distance. This signal is a sawtooth waveform: it is 
pulled back to zero by each cylinder pulse and increases 
in proportion to veloci ty and time (distance). The com
bination of the stepping-down output from the position 
converter with the ramp integrated velocity signal re
sults in a smooth curve of constantly-decreasing magni
tude. 

3. The square root function provided by the non-linear feed
back around the desired velocity function generator. 

When the desired velocity signal becomes less than the Velocity 
signal, current is applied to the voice coil in the maximum re
verse direction until the velocity of the carriage slows down 
below the instantaneous desired velocity value. The current to 
the voice coil is then turned off and the carriage coasts under 
its own iner tia while the difference counter continues to count 
down (decreasing the desired velocity signal). If the carriage 
velocity becomes too high for the existing desired veloci ty 
signal, a maximum reverse current is again applied until the 
veloc i ty slows down below the i nstan ta neous des ired veloci ty 
value. 

At T<7 the swi tching mode logic is disabled and the total 
summing ampli fier output is used to decelerate the carriage to 
keep the Velocity signal/Position Error signal difference to 
zero. 

Stop Phase 

stop Phase begins when the di fference counter indicates that 
there is one track-to-go. When T=l, the velocity integrator 
signal is pulled back to zero by the cylinder pulse. Its out
put, indicating distance, increases. When its amplitude indi
cates approximately one-half track remains, Fine Enable sets 
the fine gate. Desired velocity is disabled since the coarse 
gate is opened by Fine being set. 

The last half-track of motion is controlled by the fine posi
tion analog signal from the track servo circuit. Fine position 
and velocity are applied to the summing amplifier through the 
fine gate. The summing of these two signals controls the 
braking current. 
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At the start of the seek, the slope FF is set if the seek is to 
an odd-numbered cylinder. The slope signal controls the phase 
of the track servo signal applied to the fine posi tion ampli
fier. This adj ustment is required since track servo signal 
phasing is a function of the servo head position: the signal 
is positive when over negative dibits and negative when over 
posi ti ve dibits. Therefore, on forward seeks, the signal de
creases when approaching a data track wi th an odd number and 
increases when approaching a data track wi th an even number. 
The opposite is true during a reverse seek. 

Phasing of the track servo signal is selected so that the fine 
position opposes the velocity signal during the last half-track 
of the seek. Both signals are decreasing. If either is 
greater, the summing amplifier makes minor braking current ad
justments. When the heads are on cylinder, both signals are 
zero and current is zero. 

When the fine position signal is less than about 0.3 V (0.98 V) 
the positioner is, for all practical purposes, positioned over 
the data track. This initiates the On Cylinder delay. After 
1.75 ms, On Cylinder is returned to the controller. 

The fine servo remains acti ve even though On Cylinder is up. 
This is the track following or position error operation. Since 
the positioner is not mechanically locked in place, it can 
drift off cylinder. As long as it is precisely positioned, the 
dibi ts read from the adjacent dibi t tracks are equal and oppo
site. Should the carriage move, one dibit signal will increase 
in amplitude. This results in a slight track servo signal 
which is translated into the fine position signal. The summing 
amplifier, in turn, senses this off-null condition and drives 
the positioner back on cylinder. 

If the positioner goes off cylinder sufficiently to cause a 
fine position signal greater than 0.5 V (1.61 V) for more than 
800 ~s, the On Cylinder signal is lost. 

The loop also permits positioner offset if the program requires 
it for error recovery. A Servo Offset Negative code provides a 
negative bias input to the fine position amplifier. This is 
now an error signal to the summing amplifier to cause a forward 
motion. This motion stops when the bias voltage and track ser
vo voltage cancel. Servo Offset Positive causes reverse offset. 
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Short Seeks 

The preceding explanation assumed that the seeks were long 
enough for the posi tioner to attain maximum velocity. Accele
rating to maximum veloci ty of about 70 ips requires 60 (200) 
tracks. During short seeks, gating is identical although re
lative phasing of the error signals will vary. 

During seeks less than 128 (256) tracks, certain signals are 
available immediately: integrated velocity, non-linear feedback 
to the desired velocity function generator, and a position con
verter output not clamped at its maximum value. These signals 
generate a position error voltage to accelerate the position
er. Because the amplitude of the desired velocity signal is 
less, however, the voice coil current is not as great as during 
long seeks. 

The ne t ef fect of these di fferences is that system gain is re
duced. Acceleration is reduced accordingly to permit minimum 
total seek time while not permitting over acceleration that 
would cause overshoot. The primary function remains un
changed: acceleration occurs when the position error signal 
exceeds the velocity signal; braking occurs when the velocity 
signal exceeds the position error signal. 

TYPES OF SEEKS \ 

General' 

The drive performs 3 basic types of seeks: 

• First Seek - Ini tiated by press ing the START switch, it 
causes the heads to load and pos i tion themsel ves at cy
linder 000. 

• Direct (Forward/Reverse) Seek - Performed when the con
troller commands the drive to move the heads from one lo
cation to another. 

• Return to Zero Seek - Initiated by the controller it 
causes the drive to position the heads at cylinder 000. 
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First Seek (Load) 

This function involves the activities that a unit must perform 
before it can effectively respond to a Read, Write, or Seek 
command from the controller. This function consists mainly of 
power supply relay sequencing and status checking by the uni ts 
logic. As a result, no actual selection of the unit is re
quired and very little drive/controller signal exchange occurs. 

Successful progression of the function assumes that all circuit 
breakers are on, disk pack is installed on spindle of unit, and 
the interlock is closed. Successful completion of a load is 
signified by the occurence of an On Cylinder and the lighting 
of the READY indicator. 

Initiation of the function occurs when the operator panel START 
swi tch is pressed. See figures 3-23 and 3-24 for the first 
seek flo\,I chart and timing diagram. The START swi tch enables 
relay K4. This releases the hysteresis brake and starts the 
spindle motor through relay Kl. 

When the disk pack speed reaches approximately 2800 r/min, 
voice coil relay K2 is energized to connect the power amplifier 
to the voice coil. The speed sensing circui try also enables 
the up to speed logic at approximately 2800 r/min, providing an 
Up To Speed signal to the Load latch. The Load latch acti
vates circuitry to produce an average forward 7 ips access that 
mechanically loads the heads. The carriage continues forward 
wi th the servo head searching for the prerecorded posi ti ve di
bi t signals on the track servo surface. When the reverse EaT 
area (all odd, positive, dibits) is sensed, the Load latch is 
cleared, the Reverse EaT FF is set, and the Fine gate and latch 
are enabled. The carriage now moves under control of the Fine 
Position analog signal. When even dibits are detected (ap
proaching track 000)' the Fine Servo signal decelerates the car
riage. 

The drive sends On Cylinder to the controller 1.75 ms after the 
Fine position signal is less than 0.3 V (0.98 V). The carriage 
stops when the Fine Posi tion signal is 0 V. The Servo Ready 
latch is then set, and the READY indicator ~s turned on. The 
drive is now ready to perform a Read, Write, or Seek operation. 
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START (K4) ~ 

SPINDLE MOTOR (K I) --.J 
SPEED (K2) F= SPEED ~ 3000 RPM 

LOAD LATCH KD 
FWD CARRIAGE MOTION ;...."lcg)=-----:-----------,L----------

HEADS LOADED SWITCH 

ODD DIBIT TRACKS 

FWD EOT ENABLE : 

~' --------~S~------~ 
NO SERVO TRACKS DELAY ___ JIEE---350 MS J MAX ~ 

I 

REVERSE EOT FF I EVEN DIBITS ~_-'--___ _ 
DETECTED -./ I 

FINE POSITION ANALOG 

FINE LATCH @)I I 
I 
I 

ON CYLINDER DELAY ~L...' ____ -.IF 1.75 MS 

ON CYLINDER 
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NOTES: 

CD LOAD LATCH CAUSES LOAD GATE TO APPLY A FORWARD SEEK VOLTAGE 
TO VOICE COIL SUMMING AMP. FINE GATE IS INHIBITED. CYLINDER 
ADDRESS REGISTER AND DIFFERENCE COUNTER ARE SET TO ZERO. 

® MOTION TO 18mm (7in) PER SECOND PROVIDED BY LOAD GATE UNTIL 000 DIBITS SET 
REVERSE EOT FF. MOTION CONTROL THEN PROVIDED BY FINE POSITION SIGNAl. 

@) DIBITS MUST BE DETECTED WITHIN 350 MS OR FAULT IS SET. HEADS UNLOAQ 

@) FINE LATCH IS JAMMED AT START OF LOAD UNTIL LOAD FF CLEARSl,KEEPING 
COARSE OR FINE GATE DISABLED. WHEN LOAD FF CLEARS, T ~ I, AND FINE 
ENABLE IS HIGH, THE FINE LATCH WILL BE SET. . 

® ON CYLINDER DELAY STARTS WHEN FINE POSITION SIGNAL <0.3 V (BJ5011507) OR 
O.98V (BJ70117BJ) 

. 8J93C 

Figure 3-24. First Seek Timing 
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If, for any reason, the dibit signals are 'not detected by the 
servo head within 350 ms after the Load latch is set, the RTZ 
latch is set and the carriage is retracted to the heads un
loaded posi tion. The FAULT indicator is then turned on. When 
the FAULT swi tch is pushed, the Faul t latch is cleared and the 
carriage will attempt another seek to track 000. Once again if 
the dibi t signals are not detected wi thin 350 ms, the carriage 
will be retracted to the heads unloaded posi tion and the FAULT 
indicator turned on. 

Direct {Forward/Reverse} Seek 

The Direct Seek function involves those operations that must be 
performed to move the read/write heads from their current track 
or cylinder location to the one specified by the controller. 
Refer to figures 3-25 and 3-26. Assume that the drive is at 
track 10 and awaiting 'further instructions. Assume also that 
the controller wishes to do a read or write operation at track 
320. When the con troller determines that the dri ve is ready, 
it sends the new cylinder address along with Tag 1. Raising 
Tag 1 places the old address and compliment of the new address 
in the adder. After the compare has been made, the difference 
counter is loaded wi th the number of tracks to go. When the 
controller drops Tag l, the new cylinder address is loaded into 
the CAR, the seek direction is sent to the servo, and a Start 
Seek pulse is generated. (Refer to the servo circuit discus
sion for general seek functions). 

The Forward Seek signal from the cylinder address adder gates 
the output of the position converter (Position Error signal) 
into the desired velocity function generator. (A Reverse Seek 
would have gated an inverted Position Error signal.) Since the 
seek length is greater than 128 (256) tracks, the position con
verter output is clamped at a fixed voltage. Start Seek clears 
the Fine latch, so the output of the desired velocity function 
generator is gated through the coarse gate to the summing am
plifier. Since the carriage is stationary, no Velocity signal 
exists to balance the position Error, and forward motion of the 
carriage begins. 
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L-______________________________ ~'0 
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I 

CONTENTSOF.--~--------------________________________ -. __ -, ______ __ 
ADDRESS 10 160 

I 

REGISTER 

CONTENTSOF--~--------------------__________________ ._~--T_-O~----
DIFFERENCE __ --L __ ~3.:..::IO~D=..:EC~R.!!:E:.::::A~S.:.:.:IN~G:.....T!..::0::....!._1 ____________________ L-~--...L.---=----
COUNTER 

~--------------------~~ 
FWD MOTION 3, ® t --I 1--- 4 

T< 128(256) T=7 
I 
I 

CYL PULSES ---WUL- -- --~1.--_--JnL-____ __ 
ONCYL FF ~~ ______________________________________ ~ ____ ~~1~5MS 

@ 

NOTES: 0 FINE FF SETS WHEN VELOCITY INTEGRATOR OUTPUT S 1.4 V AND T S I. 

® APPROXIMATELY 60 (200)(MIN) TRACKS REOUIREDTOACCELERATETO 180mm(70in)PER SEC. 

@ SWITCHING MODE DECELERATES CARRIAGE FROM T = 128 (256) TO T=7 

@ UNSWITCHED POSITION ERROR SIGNAL DECELERATES CARRIAGE 
DURING T S 7 THROUGH T ~ I. 

@ ON CYLINDER DELAY STARTS WHEN FI NE POSITION SIGNAL< 0.3V (BJ501/5D7) OR 
0.98V(BJ701/7BI) 

® TIMES ARE NOT TO SCALE. 9H358 

Figure 3-26. Direct Seek Timing 
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With the position Error signal clamped at maximum, the power 
amplifier output (and voice coi.l posi tioner current) will be 
maximum and the carriage will continue to accelerate. As the 
carr iage moves forward, outputs from the track servo head are 
processed to derive a cylinder pulse as each cylinder is 
crossed. Each pulse decreases the content of the difference 
counter by one. When acceleration has increased to the point 
where the Velocity Amplifier signal and the position Error sig
nal cancel each other, the Summing Amplifier Control signal 
drops off. Ouring this phase, the carriage coasts, wi th the 
power amplifier providing only enough output voltage to compen
sate for the back emf of the moving voice coil positioner. 

When the tracks remaining in the Seek are approximately 
128(256), the position converter voltage clamp is disabled, and 
for the remainder of the Seek (except for the last track), the 
ser.vo position error is derived from the O/A converter. As 
each track is crossed, the O/A converter output steps down by a 
precise and linear amount. So that the position Error provided 
at the desired velocity function generator input is not 
stepped, the integrator on between each cylinder pulse. The 
resulting integrator sawtooth output is added to the O/A con
verter output and fills-in the area between the leading edges 
of each step. 

As the position Error signal begins to decrease, the servo sys
tem is changed to the switching mode. When the position Error 
signal becomes less than the Velocity signal, current is ap
plied to the voice coil in the maximum reverse direction until 
the velocity of the carriage slows down below the instantaneous 
position error value. The current to the voice coil is then 
turned off and the carriage coasts under its own inertia while 
the difference counter continues to count down (decreasing the 
position Error signal). If the carriage velocity becomes too 
high for existing position Error signal, a maximum reverse cur
rent is again applied until the veloci ty slows down below the 
instantaneous position error value. 

At T=7, the swi tching mode logic is disabled and the total 
summing amplifier output is used to decelerate the carriage to 
keep the Velocity signal/Position Error signal difference to 
zero. 

When the counter indicates one track to go the desired destina
tion, the Integrated Veloci ty signal is reset by the regular 
cylinder pulse. The Integrated Veloci ty, which indicates di
stance, brings up Fine Enable when about one-half track of tra
vel remains. This sets the Fine latch which, in turn, enables 
the Fine gate and disables the Coarse gate. 
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Desired velocity no longer has a effect; the posi tion er ror is 
suppl ied by the Fine Servo signal. This signal is the track 
servo signal from the track servo circuit. The amplitude of 
the signal is proportional to the distance between current head -
position and the desired cylinder. 

Since the desired destination is track 320, bit 0 of the Ad
dress register is "0". This causes the Slope FF to be 
cleared. As a result, the track servo signal is inverted to 
form the Fine Servo signal. In all seeks, the Fine Servo sig
nal is phased to be oppos i te to the veloci ty signal. As the 
carriage approaches track 320, the Fine Servo signal approaches 
o V. The summing amplifier responds to this decrease in am
plitude by decelerating the carriage so that the sum of the Ve
loci ty signal always just cancels the Fine Servo signal. At 
track 320, both Velocity and position Error equal zero, and all 
motion stops with the servo circuit at null. Only a Position 
Error will cause additional motion. When the Fine Servo signal 
is less than 0.3 V(0.98 V), a delay of 1.75 ms starts. The On 
Cylinder signal occurs when the delay times out. 

Certain condi tions indicate that the seek was not completed 
successfully. This is a Seek Error. These conditions are: 

1. On Cylinder not generated within 500 ms from the start of 
the seek. 

2. Forward EOT sensed. The carriage returns to cylinder 
411(822) and remains there. 

3. Reverse EOT sensed. The carrige returns to cylinder 000 
and remains there. 

4. If the carriage drifts off cylinder enough for the fine 
position signal to be greater than about 1.61 volt for 
more than 800 llS, the Seek Error FF sets. In addi tion, 
if the drive is reading or writing, the Fault FF also 
sets. Write gate is disabled. The unit will not accept 
any commands until the error is cleared manually. 

5. Command seek to track greater than 411 for 40 MB drives 
or 822 for 80 MB drive. 

All of these conditions require an RTZ command to clear the e'r
ror. RTZ clears Seek Error and returns the drive to cylinder 
000. 

Reverse seeks function in an identical manner, except that all 
phases and polari ties are reversed. Total seek times for for
ward or reverse seeks are identical for seeks of equivalent 
lengths. 
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Return 10 Zero Seek (RIZ) 

The RTZ function allows a controller to return the heads to 
track 000 when a Seek Error occurs. See figures 3-27 and 3-28 
for the RTZ seek flow chart and timing diagram. 

The RTZ pulse sets the RTZ latch and clears the Seek Error FF. 
This enables the RTZ gate, resul ting in a bias vol tage that 
forces an average 180 mm (7 in) per second reverse motion of 
the carriage. When the carriage passes cylinder 000, no more 

. even dibi ts are detected. This is the Reverse EOT area. The 
lack of even dibits inhibits cylinder pulses, allowing the ve
loci ty integrator in the track servo circui t to reach a nega
tive output in excess of 1.4 V. This, along with odd dibits, 
sets the Reverse EOT FF. The integrator is reset, but reverse 
motion continues unimpeded. 

After an additional reverse motion of about two to four tracks, 
the veloci ty integrator output again exceeds 1.4 V. The RTZ 
latch is cleared while the Load latch sets. 

The Load latch act i va tes c i rcu i try to produce an aver age for
ward 180 rom (7 in) per second access. The carriage continues 
forward wi th the servo head searching for the prerecorded po
sitive dibit signals on the track servo surface. When the re
verse EOT area (all odd, or posi ti ve, dibi ts) is sensed, the 
Load latch is cleared, the Reverse EOT FF is set, and the Fine 
gate and latch are enabled. The carr iage now moves under con
trol of the Fine position analog signal. When even dibits are 
detected (approaching track 000), the Fine Servo signal decele
rates the carriage. 

The drive sends On Cylinder to the controller 1.75 ms after the 
Fine position signal is less than 0.3 V(0.98 V). The carriage 
stops when the Fine position signal is 0 V. The sequence must 
be completed within 500 ms after RTZ seek initiation, or else 
the Seek Error FF is set. 

The RTZ seek function is also used during normal power off se
quencing. If the START switch is pressed by the operator, the 
control interlock opens. Thi s raises the Unload Heads signal 
in the drive logic. The RTZ latch sets to initiate a 180 mm (7 
in) per second reverse seek. 

This time, however, the EOT Enable circuit is disabled so that 
the veloci ty integrator signal has no effect. In turn,. the 
Load latch is disabled. Reverse motion continues until the 
heads unload. 
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CD RTZ LATCH CAUSES RTZ GATE TO APPLY NEG VOLTAGE (SEEK REV) TO VOICE COIL 
SUMMING AMPL. COARSE AND FINE GATES INHIBITED. CYLINDER REGISTER SET TO 
ZERO AND DIFFERENCE COUNTER SET TO ZERO. 

® FWD MOTION TO 18 mm (7in) PER SECOND PROVIDED BY LOAD GATE. IT PROVIDES + 
~EK fJYJ~.LIQ SUMMING AMPL. WHEN LOAD !-ATCH CLEARS, MOTION CONTROL 
PROVIDED BY FINE SERVO SIGNAL. 

@ CYLINDER PULSES RESTART VELOCITY INTEGRATOR. THEY DO NOT AFFECT DIFFERENCE 
COUNTER. 

@ REVERSE EOT FF CLEARED BY FIRST EVEN DI BITS. (APPROACHING TRACK 0). 

@ BOTH OUTPUTS ARE HIGH WITH EITHER RTZ OR LOAD LATCH SET. THIS DISABLES 
COARSE AND FINE GATES. FF THEN SET BY T ~ I AND FINE ENABLE. 

8J97A 

Figure 3-28. Return to Zero Seek Timing Diagram 
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The RTZs function transfers automatically to the heads unloaded 
condition if dibits are lost for more than 350 ms. 

End Of Travel Detection 

The end of travel circui t determines when the heads are posi
tioned outside of the normal data cylinders. This function is 
used during Load and RTZ sequences and to indicate- an error 
condition during a seek. 

Forward EDT indicates that the heads are within the inner guard 
band. Assume that the controller has commanded a forward seek 
and the positioner proceeds past cylinder 411 (822). Sequen
cing is as follows: 

1. As the heads move forward, the velocity integrator output 
produces a signal proportional to velocity (the input to 
the integrator) and time (provided by the integrator ca
pacitor) • The input, which is a positive-going ramp 
dur ing forward seeks, represents distance travelled. It 
is pulled back to ground by cylinder pulses. As long as 
cYlinder pulses are generated, the output cannot reach an 
effective value. 

2. After track 411(822) is passed, no more odd dibit tracks 
are detected, resulting in no more cylinder pulses to re
set the velocity integrator. When the output exceeds ap
proximately 1.4 V (2 tracks), Forward EDT Enable comes 
up. This signal, in conjunction with the even dibits 
picked off of the inner guard band, sets the Forward EDT 
FF. 

with the Forward EDT FF set: 

a. Seek Error FF sets to return Seek Error to the cori
troller. 

b. Seek FF (set at the start of the seek) is cleared. 

c. The difference counter is set to 000 (T=O). 

d. Fine Enable is raised within the servo circuit. 

e. Because of c and d the Fine Gate, in the servo 
circuit, is enabled. 

f. The Slope FF is cleared to indicate a seek to an 
even-numbered cylinder. 
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4. The track servo, functioning as the fine posi tion analog 
signal in the servo circuit, is gated to the servo sum
ming amplifier via the Fine Gate. The signal is at a 
maximum amplitude because only even dibits are being 
sensed. This error voltage causes the positioner to 
drive in reverse until the servo signal drops to zero; 
the heads are then positioned at cylinder 4ll(822}. 

5. An RTZ command is required to clear the Seek Error status. 

Reverse EOT indicates that the heads are positioned over the 
outer guard band. If this condition occurs during regular re
verse seeks, the Reverse EOT FF sets. This ini tiates an auto
matic Load sequence to return the actuator to cylinder 000. 

MACHINE CLOCK 

GENERAL 

The machine clock circuits generate the clock signals necessary 
for drive operation. These circuits are divided into two areas 
(I) Servo Clock Multiplier and (2) write Clock Multiplier. 

These are both explained in the following discussions. 

SERVO CLOCK MULTIPLIER 

The servo clock multiplier circuits (refer to figure 3-29) gen
erates clock pulses used by the sector detection, Index detec
tion and the Read PLO circuits. It also generates the 9.67 MHz 
Servo Clock signal that is sent to the controller. 

The main element in the servo clock multiplier circuit is the 
phase lock loop. This loop consists of a phase and frequency 
detector, error amplifier, voltage controlled oscillator and a 
divide by 12 circuit. The function of the loop is to adjust 
itself until its output is identical in phase and frequency to 
its input. 

The input to the loop consists of the dibit signals from the 
track servo circuit (refer to discussion on Position Feedback 
Generation) • The nominal freque~cy of these signals is 806 
kHz; however, their actual frequency is a function of and 
varies directly with disk pack speed. This means that the out
put of the loop will also vary with disk pack speed. 

The phase and frequency detection circui t makes the comparison 
between the input dibits and the output of the loop. 
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The input dibits are applied via two retriggerable multi-vibra
tors. One of these multi-vibrators provides a 750 ns (approxi
mate) output pulse which is then fed through a pulse forming 
circuit to provide a 25 ns input pulse for the phase and fre
quency detector. These pulses vary at the dibi t frequency. 
The other multi-vibrator has a 1.6 lls output which is used to 
enable the feedback pulses from the loop output to the input of 
the phase and frequency detector. The 1.6 lls pulse is longer 
than the period of the nominal dibit frequency (806 kHz): 
therefore, the feedback pulses are continuously gated as long 
as dibits are present. 

The outputs from the detector are fixed ampli tude pulses which 
are a function of the time (or phase) difference between the 
positive going edges of the two inputs (refer to figure 3-29). 
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These outputs are appl ied to the error ampl i fi er which inte
grates them and generates a voltage proportional to the phase 
di fference between them. This vol tage is used as a con trol 
voltage for the Voltage controlled oscillator. 

The control voltage causes the VCO frequency to vary in the di
rection necessary to eliminate the phase or frequency differ
ence between the input and output of the loop. The VCO output 
is then divided by 12, by the divide by 12 circuit, and fed 
back to the loop input. 

When the VCO output is 9.67 MH z, the feedback provided by the 
divide by 12 circuit will be 806 KHz and the loop will be syn
chroni zed. 

Both the 9.67 MHz and 806 kHz signals are divided by two thus 
producing 4.84 MHz and 403 kHz signals. All four of these fre
quencies are used by the drive as shown on figure 3-29. 

WRITE CLOCK FREQUENCY MULTIPLIER 

The write clock frequency multiplier circuit (refer to figure 
3-30) generates the 19.34 MHz and 9.67 kHz signals used during 
write operations. 

This circuit consists mainly of a phase lock loop and operates 
essentially the same as the servo clock mul tiplier. However, 
the input to the write clock multiplier is the 9.67 MHz Write 
Clock signalS from the controller. The phase lock loop syn
chronizes to these signals and provides the 19.34 MHz and 9.67 
MHz outputs. These outputs are used by the NRZ and MFM conver
ter and Write Compensation circuits during write operations. 
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Figure 3-30. Write Clock Multiplier 
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HEAD OPERATION AND SELECTION 

GENERAL 

Information is recorded on and read from the disk by the 
read/write heads (refer to figure 3-31). The drive has 5 
read/wr i te heads, one for each data recording surface in the 
disk pack. For this reason, before a read or write can be per
formed, the con troller must command the dri ve to select the 
head located over the disk surface where the data is to be read 
or wr i tten. 

The following discusses how the heads read and write the data 
and also how the desired head is selected. 

HEAD FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

Data is written by passing a current through a read/write coil 
within the selected head. This generates a flux field across 
the gap in the head (figure 3-32). The flux field magnetizes 
the iron oxide particles bound to the disk surface. Each par
ticle is then the equi valent of a miniature bar magnet wi th a 
North pole and a South pole. The writing process orients the 
poles to permanently store the direction of the flux field as 
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Figure 3-31. Read/Write Heads 
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Figure 3-32. Writing Data 
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the oxide passes beneath the head. The direction of the flux 
field is a function of Write current polarity while its ampli
tude depends on the amount of current: the greater the cur
rent, the more oxide particles that are affected. 

Information (data) is wr i tten by reversing the current through 
the head. This change in current polarity switches the direc
tion of the flux field across the gap. The flux change defines 
a data bit. 

Erasing old data is accomplished by wr i ting over any data which 
may already be on the disk. The write current is zoned in four 
current zones to ensure proper saturation level for best head 
resolution (refer to discussion on Write Current Control). The 
wr i te current is maximum on the outer tracks and progressively 
decreased for inner tracks. 

Dur ing a read operation, disk motion beneath the head causes 
the stored flux to induce a voltage in the head windings (refer 
to figure 3-33). This voltage is analyzed by the read circuit 
to define the data recorded on the disk. Each flux reversal 
(caused by a current polarity change while writing) generates a 
readback voltage pulse. Each pulse, in turn, represents a data 
bit. 
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Figure 3-33. Reading Data 

HEAD SELECTION 

A head must be selected before a read or write operation can be 
performed. Head selection starts when the controller sends the 
dr i ve a Head Select tag and a head address. The head address 
is sent on Bus Out bits 5 through 7). 

The Head Select tag gates the address into the Head Address re
gister. This address is then decoded to a Head Enable signal 
(0 through 4, depending 00 Bus Out bits 5 through 7). This sig
nal then enables the head current drive associated with the ad
dressed head and allows the head to conduct as shown on figure 
3-34. 

If more than one head is selected, a faul t is indicated (refer 
to discussion of Fault and Error Conditions). 
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Figure 3-34. Head Select Circuits 

TRACK ORIENTATION 

GENERAL 

After finding the proper cylinder and selecting a head, the 
controller still may not read or write data until it determines 
the head is over that part of the data track where the data is 
to be read or written. 

The con troller accomplishes this by us ing the I ndex and Sector 
signals which are generated by the drive. How the drive gene
rates these signals is explained in the following. 

INDEX DETECTION 

Each track on the servo disk contains a pattern of missing di
bits referred to as the Index pattern (refer to discussion on 
Servo Zone). When the drives Index Detection circuits (refer 
to figure 3-35) detect this pattern, they generate a 2.5 ps In
dex signal. The Index signal indicates, both to the dri ve and 
controller, the logical beginning of a track. 
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The Odd Or Even Dibits signal provides the data necessary to 
actually detect the missing dibit pattern. This signal is de
rived from the dibi ts detected from the disk and has a nominal 
frequency of 806 KHz (refer to discussion on Odd/Even Dibits 
Clock Generation). Because this signal is derived from the di
bits, whenever a dibit is missing an Odd Or Even Dibits pulse 
is also missing. 

Detection of missing dibi ts is done by the Miss ing D ibi ts one 
shot. This one shot is triggered by the Odd or Even Dibits 
signals and will not time out as long as dibi ts are present. 
However, if two or more consecutive dibits are missed the one 
shot times out. The output of the Missing Dibits one shot pro
vides the data input for the first stage of the Index Shift re
gister. 
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The Index Shift register loads the output of the Missing Dibits 
one shot into its first stage (and also performs its shi ft) 
each time a 403 KHz Index Reference Clock pulse occurs. When 
the one shot is in a tr iggered state (indicating dibi ts were 
present) a one is loaded into the register. However, when the 
one. shot is timed out (indicating two or more dibi ts were 
missing) a zero loads into the register. 

The contents of the Index shift register are continuously com
pared to the index pattern by the Index decoder and when the 
shift register contains the pattern indicating Index has oc
curred, the Index Decoder generates an Index signal. The 
missing dibit pattern associated with index and the pattern 
contained in the shift register when index has occurred are 
shown on figure 3-35. 

In summary, the Index detection circuit contains three main 
elements: 

• Missing Dibits one shot - Detects the missing dibits in 
the Index pattern. 

• Index Shi ft register - Accumulates the dibi t pat tern so 
that it can be compared with the pattern occurring during 
Index. 

• Index Decoder - Compares the contents of the Index Shift 
register with the Index pattern and generates an output 
signal when Index is detected. 

These elements work in conjunction with the two input signals 
(Odd Or Even Dibits and 403 kHz Index Reference Clock) to pro
duce the Index signal. The Index signal is sent to the con
troller and is also used to reset the drives sector detection 
circuitry. 

SECTOR DETECTION 

'General 

The sector circuits generate signals which are used by the sys
tem to determine the angular position of the heads with respect 
to Index. These signals are called Sector pulses and a speci
fic number of them are generated during each revolution of the 
disk pack. The Sector pulses logically di vide the disk into 
areas called sectors. 

The following describes how the sector pulses are generated and 
also describes rotational position sensing (RPS). 
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Sector Pulse Generation. 

The Sector pulses are generated by the Sector Bit counter which 
causes a pulse to be generated each time it indicates its maxi
mum value of 4095 (refer to figure 3-36). 

One counter is incremented by the 806 kHz clock pulses. These 
clock pulses are deri ved from the servo track dibi t signals 
(refer to discussion on track servo circuit) and exactly 13,440 
clock pulses occur during each revolution of the disk pack. 
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Figure 3-36. Sector Detection - Logic and Timing 
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The f act that the same numbe r of 806 kHz clock pulses occur 
during each revolution makes it possible to program the counter 
to reach the maximum count (thus generating a Sector pulse) any 
desired number of times per revolution. This is done by pre
setting the counter to the proper value at the beginning of 
each sector. For example, if it is desired to have 64 sectors, 
the counter would have to count 210 clock pulses in each sector 
(13,440 divided by 64) and the counter would be preset to 
3886. In this case the counter starts at 3886 and increments 
each clock time until it reaches the maximum count of 4095. 
Reaching the maximum count causes the Sector pulse to be gene
rated. The next clock pulse (210) presets the counter back to 
3886 (thus disabling the Sector pulse) and the counter begins 
the next sector. The 3886 is obtained by subtracting 210 from 
4096 which is the total number of clock pulses the counter is 
capable of counting (0 through 4095 = 4096). 

The sector length is varied by changing the value of the preset 
inputs to the counter. This is done by rewiring the sector 
plug located on the logic chassis backpanel. Refer to section 
1 of the maintenance manual for details regarding the rewiring 
of the sector plug. 

The Sector pulses are sent to the controller and are also used 
to increment the Present Sector counter. 

The Present Sector counter counts the Sector pulses (starting 
at I ndex) and therefore always indicates the number of the sec
tor the heads are cur ren tly ove r • Thi s count is used by the 
rotational position sensing circuits. 

Rotational Position Sensing (RPS) 

The RPS operation consists of the drive ra1s1ng its Interrupt 
line to the controller each time it reaches a specific sector. 
The sector is speci fied by the controller at the star t of the 
operation. The I nterrupt line is raised each time the sector 
is detected (even if the drive is deselected) unless the RPS 
is disabled. The purpose of the function is to free the system 
for other operations while the drive searches for the sector. 

RPS is enabled by a Tag 101 (Target Register) with Bus Out bit 
o true. This command causes the drive to set the RPS Enabled 
latch and enable the contents of Bus Out bits 1 through 7 to 
the Target mux (refer to figure 3-37). Bus Out bits 1 through 
7 con tain the number of the target sector at which the dri ve 
will raise the Interrupt line. 
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The Target register is loaded wi th the target sector at the 
next Sector or Index pulse following the receipt of the Target 
register command (refer to figure 3-38). 

As the disk rotates, the Sector pulses continue to increment 
the present sector count and this count is compared with the 
contents of the Target register. When the two are equal, the 
dr i ve has reached the target sector and the Sector Compare sig
nal goes true. This sets the Enable Interrupt FF which, in 
turn, enables the Interrupt signal to the controller. The In
terrupt signal remains active until the end of the target sec
tor. The drive raises the Interrupt line each revolution (even 
if the drive is deselected until the RPS is disabled via a 
Clear RPS command (Tag 010 and Bus Out bit 5). 
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Figure 3-38. Rotational position Sensing Timing 

The RPS circui ts are also used to store the number of the sec
tor where a read or write command is received. This function 
is initiated when the drive receives a Control tag (111) with 
Bus Out bi t 0 true. This causes the dri ve to load the Target 
register wi th the present sector count which remains in the 
Target register until a Control tag (with Bus Out bit 0 true) 
loads another number into it. The controller can retr ieve the 
sector number via a Target Register tag with Bus Out bit 0 
false. 

READ/WRITE FUNCTIONS 

GENERAL 

When the dr i ve is on cyl inder, has a head selected, and has lo
cated the proper place on the data track, it is ready to per
form a read or wr i te operation. The con troller ini tiates a 
read or write operation by sending the drive a Control tag 
(111) am the proper bus out bi ts (refer to discussion on in-
terf ace f uncti ons) • 
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During a read operation, the drive recovers data from the disk 
and transfers it to the controller. During a write operation, 
the drive receives data from the controller and records it on 
the disk. 

Figure 3-39 is a block diagram of the read/write circuits. The 
remainder of this discussion describes the read/write circuits 
and is divided into the following areas. 

WRITE OPERATIONS 

General 

Wri te circu it operation is ini ti ated by a Con trol tag (Ill) 
wi th BOB 1 acti ve true. This allows the dri ve to star t pro
cessing serial NRZ data received from the controller. The 
write data is received via the bidirectional Read/Write data 
line and is first sent to the NRZ to MFM converter/write com
pensation circuits. These circuits convert the data to MFM and 
also compensate it for problems caused by variations in data 
frequency. The compensated data is then processed by the write 
drive circuits and written on the disk. 

r------------------------------------
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I 

F~M { : 
CONTROLLER NRZ WRT DATA I 

~------------~I~ 
HIGH FREQ CLKI 

WRT PLO CLKI 
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READ/WRITE 
r------I HEADS 

I NRZ RD DATA 

~gNTROLLER ---------.......!-----l ~~RCUITS 
RD CLK 

L ___________________________________ ~ 

HEAD SELECT 
CIRCUITS 

Figure 3-39. Read/Write Circuits Block Diagram 
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Figure 3-40 shows the write circuits and table 3-7 briefly ex
plains their function. 

The following paragraphs describe MFM recording, which is the 
technique used for recording data on the disk, and also ex
plains how the drive circuits function during a read or write 
operation. 
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Figure 3-40. write Cricuits Block Diagram 

Principles Of MFM Recording 

In order to define the binary dibits stored on the pack, the 
frequency of the flux reversals must be carefully controlled. 
Several recording methods are available; each has its advan
tages and disadvantages. This unit uses the Modified Frequency 
Modulation technique. 
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TABLE 3-7. WRITE CIRCUIT FUNCTIONS 

Circuit Function 

NRZ to MFM Con
verter and write 
Compensation 
Circuits 

Write 
Driver Circuits 

Write Current 
Control 

Converts the NRZ data from the controller 
to MFM data and also compensates the data 
for problems caused by variations in the 
write data' frequency. 

Uses the MFM data to produce the current 
necessary to record data on the disk. 

Reduces the write current amplitude as the 
heads move from the outer tracks to inner 
tracks. This assures that the correct 
amount of current will be used as the cir
cumference of the cylinders decrease. 

The length of time required to define one bit of information is 
the cell. Each cell is nominally 103 ns in width. The data 
transfer rate is, therefore, nominally 9.677 MHz. 

MFM defines a "1" by wr i ting a pulse at the half-cell time 
(figure 3-41). A "0" is defined by the absence of a pulse at 
the half-cell time. A pulse at the beginning of a cell is 
Clock; however, Clock is not always wri tten. Clock is sup
pressed if th~re will be a "1" in this cell or if there was a 
"1" in the previous cell. 

The rules for MFM recording may be summarized as follows: 

• There is a flux transi tion for each "1" bi t at the time 
of the "1". 

• There is a flux transition between each pair of "0" bits. 

• There is no flux transition between the bits of a "10" or 
"01" combination. 
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Figure 3-41. MFM Recording - Waveforms and Timing 

NRZ To MFM Converter/Write Compensation Circuits 

The NRZ to MFM conver ter/wr ite compensation circuits conver t 
the NRZ data into MFM data and also shift the output MFM pulses 
to compensate for problems caused by variations in data fre
quency. Figures 3-42 and 3-43 show simpli fied logic and timing 
for these circuits. 
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Figure 3-42. Write Compensation NRZ to MFM Converter Circuits 

The 9.67 MHz and 19.34 MHz signals from the servo frequency 
mul tiplier circui t provide basic timing signals for these cir
cu its. The NRZ data from the con troller provides the data in
put. 

The NRZ to MFM converter converts the NRZ data into MFM data 
and applies it to a delay line in the write compensation cir
cui ts. This delay line has three outputs which are combined 
with the outputs of the pattern decode logic (at the Early, 
Late, and Nominal gates) to produce compensated write data. 

The pattern decode logic analyzes the NRZ data and determines 
if its frequency is constant, increasing or decreasing. This 
is ne:cessary because if the frequency is increasing or de
creaslng, problems can occur during subsequent read opera
tions. These problems are eliminated by compensating the data 
before writing it on the disk. 
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Figure 3-43. write Compensation Timing 

The data frequency is constant whenever all ones or all zeros 
are' being recorded because all pulses are separated by one cell 
(l03 ns). However, a all pattern represents a frequency in
crease since there is a delay of about 1.5 cell between the 01 
and only 1.0 cell between the 11. On the other hand a 10 pat
tern represents a frequency decrease since a pulse is not writ
ten at all in the second cell. A 001 pattern is also a fre
quency decrease since there is a 1.0 cell interval between the 
first two bits and 1.5 cell between the last two. 
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The previous examples examined only two or three bi ts wi thout 
regard to the preceding or subsequent data pattern. The actual 
combinations are somewhat more complex. The drive logic ex
amines and defines the following patterns: 

Pattern Frequency Change 

all Increasing 

1000 Increasing 

10 Decreasing 

001 Decreas ing 

Any data pattern will have considerable overlapping of the data 
pattern frequency changes. Consider the overlap of these eight 
bits: 

INCREASING 
r-----FREQUENCY~ 

'-001 _0 __ 0 ___ 1....,,1 ,-I _1 __ 0_~ 1 ,-I _1 __ 0_--1 

'--_______ DECREASI NG ______ ---I 
FREQUENCY 

9E251 

The outputs f rom the pattern decode logic enable eithe r the 
Early, Late or Nominal gate (depending on the input frequency) 
to provide compensated write data as follows: 

• 

• 

If frequency is constant, there will be no peak shift. 
In this case the data is defined as nominal and is de
layed 6 ns. 

If frequency is decreas ing, the 
would occur later than nominal. 
the data is not delayed and is 
than the nominal data. 

apparen t readback peak 
To compensate for this, 
therefore 6 ns earlier 

• If frequency is inc'reas ing, the apparen t readback peak 
would occur earlier than nominal. Therefore, this data 
is delayed 12 ns which is 6 ns later than nominal. 

After being write compensated the data is transmitted to the 
write driver circuits. 
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Write Driver Circuit 

The compensated wr i te data is sent to the read/wr i te chass is 
and applied to a differential receiver in the write driver cir
cuits (refer to figure 3-44). The output of the receiver then 
serves as a clock for the write Toggle FF. This flip flop tog
gles only when the write Enable signal is active. The output 
of this flip flop provide the input to the Write Driver which 
in turn generates the current for the read/write heads. The 
magnitude of the current applied to the heads is controlled by 
the write current control circuits. 

CD COMPENSATED _~ DIFF 
MFM DATA RCVR 

o 
I 

I 
COMPENSATED CD (I 
MFM DATA ----.J L 

WRT ® 
TOGGLE 2 

I 

I 
I 

WRT 
ENABLE ®~ 

WRT fA\ 
CURRENT ~ 

I 

CD ® 
~~WRT I----~ WRT 

TOGGLE DRIVER 

WRT ENABLE _@.=3_--J 

o o 

WRT 
CURRENT 
CONTROL 

WRT CURRENT TO 
SELECTED HEAD 

L 

:L 
9EI45 

Figure 3-44. Write Driver Circuits and Timing 
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Write Current Control 

The magni tude of the wr i te . cur rent sent to the heads is con
trolled as a function of cylinder address. This is referred to 
as write current zoning. There are seven write current zones 
(A through G). Wr i te cur ren t is reduced at each zone boundary 
from outer to inner tracks. Table 3-8 defines the cylinders in 
each write current zone. 

Table 3-8. WRITE CURRENT ZONES 

Zone 40 MB 80 MB 

A 000-063 000-127 
B 064-127 128-255 
C 128-191 256-383 
0 192-255 384-511 
E 256-319 512-639 
F 320-383 640-767 
G 384-410 768-822 

Writing Address Marks 

The address mar k is an area that con tains nei ther MFM "l's" or 
"O's". The drive starts writing an Address Mark when it 
receives Tag III and Bus Out bits 1 and 4 from the controller. 
This activates the Address Mark Enable signal which prevents 
compensated write data from going to the write driver cir
cuits. The write driver continues to generate current for the 
write coil but without data no current reversals occur. The 
effect is to erase all information from the disk. The drive 
stops wri ting the address mark when the controller drops Tag 
111 or Bus Out bits 1 or 4. 

Write Data Protection 

General 

Write data protection consists of disabling the write driver 
circuit whenever there is a danger of writing faulty data on 
the disk pack. It is initiated if the drive detects the Write 
Protect signal acti ve, Fault latch set, or a low vol tage con
dition. All of these are described in the following. 
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Wri te Protect 

The Write Protect signal goes active if any of the following 
occurs. 

• Con troller commands a wr i te while the heads are in an 
offset position. 

• WRITE PROTECT switch on drive operator panel has been de
pressed to light the indicator. In this case, depressing 
the switch to extinguish the indicator causes the write 
Protect signal to go inactive. 

• Head alignment is being performed. 

• Low dc vol tage condi tion is detected or the disk pack 
speed slows down below 2800 r/min. Both of these con
ditions will also cause an emergency retract of the heads. 

Fault 

The Fault latch sets as a result of a number of drive malfunc
tions. The condi tions causing the Fault latch to set are de
scribed in the discussions on fault and error conditions. 

Loss of Voltage 

If power is lost or drops below a certain level, an emergency 
retract is performed. However, in this case it is possible 
that the other signals used to disable the write driver (Write' 
Protect and Fault) will not function properly and the dri ve 
will continue to wri te while the heads are being retracted. 
This could alter or destroy data already on the pack. The loss 
of voltage protection circuit consists of a capacitive dis
charge network that ensures the write circuits are disabled un
ti 1 the heads are unloaded. 

READ OPERATIONS 

General 

Read operations are ini ti ated by a Con trol tag (Ill) wi th Bus 
Out bit 3 true. This enables the analog data detection cir
cuits, which sense the data written on the disk and generate 
analog read data signals. 
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The analog data goes to the read analog to digital converter 
which changes it into digital MFM data. 

In units with the Read PLO/Data Separator option, the read PLO 
and data separator change the MFM data to NRZ and also generate 
a 9.67 MHz Read Clock signal. Both data and clock are then 
sent to the controller. In units without this option, the dig
ital MFM data is sent directly to the controller. 

The read circuits also detect the address mark area and send an 
Address Mark Found signal to the controller. 

Figure 3-45 shows the main elements in the read circui ts and 
table 3-8 briefly describes each of these elements. The fol
lowing paragraphs further describe1the read circuits. 

RD CLK 

MACHINE 
CLK 

RD REF CLK 
(4.84 MHZ) 

NOTES: 

.&. IN UNITS WITHOUT RD PLO/DATA SEPARATOR 
OPTION, RD PLO & DATA SEPARATOR ARE NOT 
USED AND MFM DATA IS SENT DIRECTLY TO 
CONTROLLER 

RD PLO L..-------1 ANALOG TO 
AND DATA 

~----t SEPARATOR 
DIGITAL 
CONVERTER 

I''-------i ANALOG 
RD DATA 
DETECTION 

RD/WRT 
HEADS 

....-------1 

LOCK TO DATA 
+ ADRS MK ADRS MK 

~--------I DETECTION 
AND LOCK 

__ -A-D-RS-M-K---______ ~TO DATA 

Figure 3-45. Read Circuits Block Diagram 

9H365 
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TABLE 3-9. READ CIRCUIT FUNCTIONS 

Circuit Function 

Analog Read Data 
Detection 
Circuits 

Digital to 
Analog 
Converter 

Address Mark 
Detection 

Processes the analog signals sensed by the 
read/write heads so they can be used by the 
digital to analog converter. 

Changes the analog MFM data into digital 
MFM data. This data is sent to the read 
PLO and data separator. 

Detects the Address Mark and transmits an 
Address Mark Found signal to the controller. 

Analog Read Data Detection Circuits 

The analog read data detection circuits (refe r to figure 3-46) 
processes the analog MFM data detected from the disk so it can 
be used by the analog to digital converter circuits. 

... READ/WRITE PRE- LOW 
AGC ----. f----- PASS ---+ HEAD AMPLIFIER 

FILTER AMPLIFIER 

AGC 
GAIN 

CONTROL 

l 

--t BUFFER 
AMPLIFIER 

ADDRESS 
MARK . 

DETECTION 

ANALOG 
MFM RD 

DATA 

AM DETECT ~ 

TO RD 
ANALOG TO 
DIGITAL 
CONVERTER 

TO LOCK TO 
DATA AND 
ADRS MK 
DETECT 
CIRCUITS 

9EI36A 

Figure 3-46. Analog Read Data Detection Circuits 
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The Read Pre-amplifier provides preliminary amplification" of 
the analog vol tage induced in the read coil. This vol tage is 
induced in the coil by the magnetic flux stored in the disk ox
ide during write operations (refer to discussion on Basic 
Read/Write principles). The frequency of the analog voltage is 
proportional to the frequency of the magnetic field flux tran
sitions sensed by the read coil. 

The low pass filter on the output of the Read Pre-amplifier at
tenuates the high frequency noise on the read data signals and 
provides a linear phase response over the range of read data 
frequencies. The output of the filter is applied to the AGe 
amplifier. This circuit generates an output signal amplitude 
that remains wi thin cer tain limits regardless of the ampli tude 
of the input signal. The AGe Gain Control circuit provides the 
con trol vol tage for the AGe ampli fier and also provides inputs 
to the Address Mark detection circuits. 

The Buffer amplifier processes the AGe amplifier output to pro
vide the proper input for the analog to digi tal converter cir
cuit. 

Read Analog To Digital Converter 

The read analog to digi tal converter circui ts (refer to figure 
3-47) receive analog MFM read data from the analog read data 
detection circuit and convert it to digital MFM data. 

The analog to digital converter circuit consists of high and 
low resolution channels and the Data Latch FF. The high and 
low resolution channels detect the analog data by means of zero 
cross detectors consisting of Schmidt triggers. The zero cross 
detectors convert the analog data to digital pulses which are 
then applied to the Data Latch FF. The FF uses the outputs of 
both channels to produce a digi tal MFM data output. The low 
resolution channel provides the D input to the FF and the high 
resolution channel provides the clock. This produces an output 
from the Data Latch FF which retains the timing of the high re
solution channel. 

Both channels are necessary because of certain high frequency 
components present in the analog read data signals. These com
ponents can cause extraneous zero crossings which are detected 
by the zero cross detectors. However, the low pass filter in 
the low resolution channel attenuates the high freqeuncy com
ponents thus el iminating any possible extraneous outputs from 
the channels zero crossing detector. 
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PULSE G) 
DELAY 
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DIGITAL MFM 

DATA LATCH ® 
-..0 READ DATA 

FF 

~~ 
~ 

TO RD PLO 
AND DATA 
SEPARATOR 
CIRCUITS 

0~~:~OGD:~M L:\ /\----7\ ~ 
~ "7~ ~ __ 

f2\ LOW RESOLUTION,.--__ ...... 
\::..J DATA PULS~ I I 
(.;'\ HIGH RESOLU-
\.V nON - n n DATA PULSUI ...... __ ~, _____ fLJLJLJlL...._ ___ __JnL... ____ __JnL... ___ _ 

~::::~~i~~~'k~ -~ ----fp.Jl& n&~,_---J ~--
o MFM DATA ~I- ~ ~I- q 9----q 

NOTE: 

.& THESE DO NOT AFFECT DATA LATCH 
BECAUSE LOW RESOLUTION DATA 
PULSE DOES NOT CHANGE. 9E 1378 

Figure 3-47. Read Analog To Digital converter Logic and Timing 

The high resolution channel still detects the crossings and 
generates clock inputs to the FF, but without the D input pro
vided by tne low resolution channel the extraneous clock pulses 
are ignored. 

I f the dri ve has the Read PLO/Data Separator option, the dig
i tal MFM read data is sent to the PLO and data separator which 
use it to generate the NRZ data and Read clock. However, if 
the dri ve does not have this option the data is sent directly 
to the controller. 

lock To Data And Address Mark Detection Circuits 

These circuits generate (refer to figure 3-48) the Lock to Data 
signal and also detect the address mark area. The Lock to Data 
signal is used to synchronize the read PLO and data separator 
circui ts on these uni ts wi th this option (other uni ts do not 
use the signal). Finding the address mark area sets Bus In bit 
o to the controller. 
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FROM 
ANALOG 
RD DATA 
DETECTION 
CIRCUIT 

NOTES: 

CD READ GATE 

® AM ENABLE 

0 
COMPARATOR 
OUTPUT 
(IDEALIZED) 

0 DATA 
DETECT 

® AM 
DETECT 

® LOCK TO 
DATA 

G ADDRESS 
MARK 

® 
RESET 
ADDRESS 
MARK 

& USED ONLY ON UNITS WITH 
RD PLO/DATA SEPARATOR OPTION. 

® 
ADRS MARK TO 

CONTROLLER 

1.71' SEC 

9EI91 

Figure 3-48. Lock to Data/Address Mark Detection 
Logic and Timing 

The Lock to Data signal is 
shot is in the set state. 
set state) when either the 
bit 3) goes inactive or the 

acti ve wheneve r the Lock to Data one 
This one shot is tr iggered (to the 
Read Gate signal (Tag Ill, Bus Out 
address mark is detected. 

When the Read Gate signal goes inacti ve it triggers the one 
shot and also causes it to be held in the set state. When the 
Read Gate signal goes active again, it removes the set condi
tions from the one shot and allows it to time out after 
7.75 !ls. Therefore, a 7.75 !ls lock to data period occurs at 
the beginning of every read operation. 

Detecting the address mark also triggers a 7.75 !ls pulse from 
the one shot. The address mark cons ist s of an area about 
2.4 !ls in length that contains neither MFM ones or zeros. 
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The address mark detection circui t is enabled on] y dur ing rean 
operations (Tag 3 and Bus bit 3 active). The controller acti
vates the circui t by raising Bus Out bi t 4 (Address Mark En
able). 

The Address Mar k Enable signal causes the comparator to start 
generating output pulses that trigger ann retri.gger the Data 
Detect one shot. The comparator generates the output pulses 
only when there are input data pulses. Therefore, during the 
address mar k area the comparator stops generating pulses and 
the one shot times out 1.7 ~s after the last data pulse was de
tected. The first data pulse following the address mark area 
enables the Address Mark Detect gate. This triggers the Lock 
to Data one shot which causes a 7.75 ~s Lock to Data period and 
also a 7.75 ~s Address Mark signal. 

Read PLO And Data Separator (Applicable Only To Units With RD 
PlO/Data Separator Option) 

General 

This circuit has two functions: (1) to convert the MFM data 
from the analog to digital converter into NRZ data and (2) to 
generate a Read Clock signal which is locked to the frequency 
of the read data (9.67 MHz nominal). Both the NRZ data and the 
Read Clock signal are transmitted to the controller. 

The read PLO and data separator circuits consist of four main 
parts (refer to figure 3-49): 

• Input Control - Controls whether MFM data or 4.84 MHz 
clock pulses will furnish the input to the circuit. 

• Data Strobe Delay - Delays the pulses to provide the pro
per input to the VCO. These circuits also provide error 
recovery capability. 

• Phase Lock Loop - Synchronizes the circuit outputs to the 
phase and frequency of the inputs. 

• Data Separator - Converts the MFM data to NRZ data and 
generates the Read clock. This circui t is actually a 
part of the phase lock loop. 

The remainder of this discussion further describes the read PLO 
and data separator circuits. 
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Figure 3-49. Read PLO and Data Separator Circuits 
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Input Control 

The input con trol circu it (refer to figure 3-49) selects the 
input that will be used by the read PLO and data separator cir
cuits. This input will always be either MFM data from the read 
analog to digital converter or 4.84 MHz clock pulses from the 
servo frequency multiplier circuit. 

The 4.84 MHz clock signal is used only when the drive is not 
reading MFM data, such as before Read Gate is raised. It also 
uses the 4.84 MHz clock whenever the Address Mark Enable signal 
is acti ve because this indicates the dri ve is expecting the ad
dress mark which contains no MFM data. The drive uses the 
clock signal as a substi tute for the read data for two rea
sons: (1) the signal is derived from the track servo dibits 
and therefore, its frequency (like that of the read data) 
varies directly with disk pack speed and (2) after being pro
cessed by the pulse forming cireui ts, it has about the same 
nominal frequency as the read data (9.67 MHz). This results in 
it being eas ier for the phase lock loop to synchroni ze to the 
proper frequency when switching from one of the signals to the 
other. 

Once selected the signal is applied to a pulse forming network 
which generates a 20 ns pulse for each transi tion of the in
put. These pulses are then applied to the data strobe delay 
circuits and also furnish the data input to the data separator. 

Data Strobe Delay 

The purpose of the data strobe delay circui t (refer to figure 
3-49) is to delay the data pulses sufficiently to provide the 
proper timing relationship at the input to the phase lock 
loop. The output of the data strobe delay circui t is delayed 
by a time determined by the state of the Data Strobe Early and 
Data Strobe Late signals. These signals facilitate the recov
ery of marginal data and are enabled by the Error Recovery tag 
(001) • 

The output of this circui t is the Delayed Data signals which 
are sent to the input of the Phase lock loop. 
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Phase Lock LooE 

The phase lock loop (refer to figure 3-49) synchronizes the 
read PLO/data separator circuit outputs (NRZ data and Read 
Clock) to the input (ei ther MFM data or 4.84 MHz clock). The 
loop accomplishes this by comparing and following two signals: 
(I) the Delayed Data signals which have a constant phase and 
frequency relationship to the input MFM data or 4.84 MHz Clock 
(whichever is used) and (2) the Feedback Clock Pulse signals 
which have a constant phase and frequency relationship to the 
output NRZ data and Read Clock signals. The loop inputs are 
applied to the phase/frequency comparator. 

The phase/frequency comparator generates output pulses which 
are a function of the phase and frequency between the posi ti ve 
going edges of the inputs. The filter circuit uses the compar
ator outputs to generate a control voltage for the voltage con
trolled oscillator (VCO). 

This control voltage causes the frequency of the VCO to vary in 
the direction necessary to eliminate the phase and frequency 
di fferences between the two signals that were input to the com
parator. 

The output frequency of the VCO is actually twice that of the 
input so for an input of 9.67 MHz it has an output of 19.34 
MHz. However, the data separator divides this by two before 
generating the Feedback Clock Pulse signals thereby providing a 
feedback to the comparator that satisfies the loop. 

Data Separator 

This circuit determines if the data pulses represent a one or 
zero and then converts the data to NRZ. It also generates the 
Feedback Clock Pulses to the comparator and the 9.67 MHz Read 
Clock that is sent to the controller. Figures 3-50 and 3-51 
show simplified logic and timing for the data separator circuit. 

The VCO outputs provide the proper timing relationships for the 
data separator by controlling the Data Window and Read Clock 
FFs. The Read Clock FF generates the 9.67 MHz Read Clock sig
nal and also provides timing signals to the data separator log
ic. The Data Window FF generates the Data window which is used 
to determine whether the input data pulses represent ones or 
zeros. The actual decoding of the data is done by the "l's" 
Enable and "0 I s" Enable FFs. 
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Figure 3-50. Data Separator Logic 

If a data pulse represents a one it occurs during the data win
dow and sets the "1' sIt Enable FF. Set ting this FF generates a 
Feedback Clock pulse and causes the Data Buf fer FF to gene rate 
a NRZ one. 

If the data pulse represents a zero the "l's" Enable FF is not 
set and the Data Buffer FF generates a NRZ zero. In this case 
the "0' sIt Enable FF which is set by every data pulse gene rates 
the Feedback Clock Pulse signal. 

Before accurate detection of data can begin, the proper phase 
relationship must be established between the data (representing 
ones and zeros) and the VCO output pulses. This is done during 
a 7.75 ps lock to data period which is initiated by the Lock to 
Data signal. This signal is a 7.75 ps pulse that occurs when 
the Read Gate signal goes true or when the address mark is de
tected. The Lock to Data signal holds the "O's" Enable FF set 
and disables the output of the "l's" Enable FF. Therefore, if 
the circui t is to synchroni ze properly the pulse must occur 
during a period when the drive is reading only zeros. 
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Figure 3-51. RD PLO and Data Separator Timing 

FAULT AND ERROR CONDITIONS 

GENERAL 

The following describes those conditions which are interpreted 
by the dri ve as er rors. All of these condi tions ei ther light 
an indicator at the drive and/or send a signal to the control
ler indicating an error has occurred. 

These errors are divided into two categories: (1) those indi
cated by Fault Latch and register (2) those not indicated by 
Fault Latch and register. Both are explained in the following 
(refer to fig ure 3-52). 
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Figure 3-52. Fault and Error Detection Logic 
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ERRORS INDICATED BY FAULT LATCH AND REGISTER· 

General. 

Certain errors set the drives Fault latch and also set the 
fault register latches associated with the error condition. 

Setting the Fault Latch does fi ve things: (1) enables the 
fault line to the controller (2) lights the FAULT indicator on 
the drives operator control panel (3) clears the drives Unit 
Ready signal (4) inhibits the drives write and load circuitry 
and (5) causes the Check Diagnostic bit (bit 7), of the Low Cy
Ii nder (110) and Con trol (Ill) Tag bus in status bytes (refer 
to discussion on I/O Signal Processing), to be true. Also, for 
drives of SIC 18 & ABV, the Write Protect bit (BIB 7) of the 
Diagnostic Tag bus (010) goes true. These events prevent fur
ther drive operations from being performed until the error is 
corrected and the Fault latch is cleared. 

providing the er ror condi tion or condi tions no longer ex ist, 
the Fault latch is cleared by any of the following: 

• FAULT switch on operator panel. 

• Controller Fault Clear signal from the controller. 

• Maintenance Fault Clear switch on Fault card. 

• Powering down the unit. 

Whenever an error occurs that sets the Fault latch, it also 
sets a latch in the fault register. These latches provide a 
means of storing the error indication so it can be referred to 
later for maintenance purposes. They also cause a cor res
ponding bit to be true in the Error Recovery (001) and Diagnos
tic (010) bus in status bytes (refer to discussion on. I/O Sig
nal Processing). The faul t register latches are cleared only 
by powering down the drive or by the Maintenance Fault Clear 
switch on the fault card. 

The following describes each of the conditions causing the 
Fault latch and fault register latches to be set. 

Write Fault. 

A wr i te fault is indicated if any of the following condi tions 
exist. 

• Low output from write driver indicating it may not be 
operating properly. 
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• Low current input to write driver. 

• Low +22 volts to write driver. 

• No write data transitions when Write Gate is active. 

More Than One Head Selected 

This faul t is generated whenever more than one head is selec
ted. The outputs of the head select circuits are moni tored by 
summing and vol tage comparator circui ts. If more that;l one head 
is selected, the circuit generates a Multiple Select Fault. 

Read And Write 

This fault is generated whenever the drive receives a Read gate 
and write gate simultaneously from the controller. 

{Read Or Write} And Off. Cylinder, 

This fault is generated if the drive is in an Off Cylinder con
dition and it receives a Read or Write gate from the controller. 

Voltage Fault: 

This fault is generated whenever the ±46, ±5 or ±20 voltages 
are below satisfactory operating levels. 

ERRORS NOT INDICATED BY FAULT LATCH OR REGISTER 

General 

The following errors are detected by the dri ve but are not 
stored in the fault register and do not set the Fault latch. 
However, they do cause the drive to give other error indica-
tions and this is explained in the following paragraphs. 
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low Speed Or Voltage 

The Speed or Voltage Fault signal goes true when the drive de
tects either a low voltage condition or that drive spindle 
speed is below 2700 r/min. When either of these are detected, 
the drive write circuits are disabled and the Write Protect 
signal is sent to the controller. These also resul t in an 
emergency retract of the heads (refer to discussion on Emer
gency Retract) • 

No Servo Tracks Fault ~ 

If dibi t·s are not detected wi thin 350 ms after the load seek 
sequence begins, the No Servo Tracks latch is set. This lights 
the FAULT indicator on the drive operator control panei and al
so enables the Return to Zero (RTZS) logic. Enabling the RTZS 
logic causes the heads to unload. Another load cannot be star
ted until the No Servo Tracks latch is cleared. The No Servo 
Tracks latch is cleared in the same manner as the Fault latch. 

Seek Error: 

The Seek Error latch is set by any of the following error con
ditions: 

On Cylinder was not obtained within 500 ms from the start 
of the seek. 

o Forward or reverse end of travel (EaT) sensed. 

o Dri ve is commanded to seek to a cylinder address g reate r 
than 410 (822) . 

. Setting the Seek Error latch enables the 'Seek Error line to the 
controller, inhibits the drive from performing another seek un
til the Seek Error latch is cleared, and also causes the Check 
Diagnostic bit (7), of the low cylinder (110) and control (Ill) 
tag bus in status bytes, to be true. The latch is cleared by a 
Return to Zero Seek command. 
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SECTION 4 

DISCRETE COMPONENT CIRCUITS 
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DISCRETE COMPONENT CIRCUITS 4 

INTRODUCTION 

This section contains descriptions of all 
the discrete component circuits found in 

83324220 A 

the drive and/or the FA727 controller. 
These circuits are arranged in alphabetical 
order (AAA-ZZZ) according to the circuit 
designator. 
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Amplifier and Filter - ALR 

The ALR circuit is a differential amplifier and a 2 

pole linear phase filter followed by a. differential 

buffer amplifier. The amplifier stage has a gain of 

approximately 2. 

Q 1A and B form the differential amp with R6 and R8 

being the load resistors and also impedance match

ing resistors for the filter. The inductors L1 and 

L2 and capacitors C3 and C4 make up the rest of the 

CI 
A 0---1 

.1 JLF C3 

A 

8 

C 

o 

RI 
R4 ~68PF IK 220 

-: 
R3 

R2 3.3K R5 
IK 220 C4 

(:2 68PF 

80---1 
.IJLF 

filter. The upper break design frequence (-3 db 

point) of the filter is 3.13 MHz. 

The input coupling capacitors C1 and 2 in conjunction 

with bias resistors R1 and 2 give the circuit a low 

frequency cutoff (- 3 db point) of less than 2 kHz. 

The output is a differential emitter follower buffer 

consisting of Q3 and 4 and RIO and 11, that is used 

to reduce the output impedance. 

LJ 
22 UH 

+20V 

R7 
1.8K 

L2 
22 UH 

R6 
IK 

R8 
IK 

+20V 

lR9 

I 
I 
I 
I 

220 

RII 
680 

C5 
~C 

.lJLF 
RIO 
680 

-5V 

NOTE: VOLTAGE AND COMPONENT VALUES ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY. 
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Diffen~ntial Amplifier - AZJ 

The preamplifier is a cascade type with a matched 

pair of transistors (Q6A and Q6B) used as a common 

emitter front end followed by another matched pain 

of transistors (Q9A and Q9B) used as a common base 

second stage, this effectively reduces the emitter 

collector capacitance of the common emitter front 

end. 

: ~J [~ : I> 

A2J 

Ao-----f Q68 

CI 
RI 15p,F 
19.6 

R3 
IK 

The final stage of the front end is a emitter follower 

(Q7 and Q8) used as a buffer between the preamp and 

filter section. Resistors R 1 and R2 in the emitter 

circuit give the front end a input impedance of just 

under the 500 ohms. The constant current source 

for the preamp supplies approximately 2.5 rna. 

A 

8 

C 

0 

R2 
1.33K 

I 
I 
I 
I 

C2 
~----~--~~C 
Q8 .01 p,F 

R5 
2.2K 

R2 
19.6 

R3 
~--~--~~--,---------~~+6V 

8 

IK 

Q6A 

R4 
1.33K 

'------------------JQ9A~------.-----~ 

R6 
2.2K 

Q7 C3 
------~--~~D 

.01 p,F 

NOTE: VOLTAGE AND COMPONENT VALUES ARE FOR REFERENCE ONL~ 
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LEVEL TRANSLATOR (COMPARATOR SECTION) - BRD 

The BRD circuit is a differential voltage 
comparator which operates in conjunction 
with the SHT circuit to translate input sig
nal levels of below +23 V to a low TTL output 
and input signal levels of above +23 V to a 
high TTL output. 

The BRD circuit functions in conjunction with 
the SHT circuit to indicate whether or not 
the write current is below a minimum value. 
(See SHT circuit description.) A voltage 
reference of +23 V is applied to the base of 

TP 

I 

transistor QP. With normal write current, 
the base of QN is below +23 V. Under these 
conditions transistor QN is on and transistor. 
QP is off, and the resistor in the collector 
circuit of QN provides a forward bias voltage 
to the SHT circuit. If the write current is 
below the acceptable minimum, the voltage at 
the base of QN goes above +23 V. Then QN 
turns off and QP turns on, and the resistor 
in the collector circuit of QN does not 
develop sufficient forward bias for the SHT 
circuit. 

A---~ 
t> 

BRD 
t----- B(TO SHT.CIRCUIT) 

A-----. 

C----. 

,..--- >+23V 
<+23V 

~HIGHTTL 
L--_---J LOW TTL 

NOTE: A IS INPUT TO BRD CIRCUIT 

C IS OUTPUT OF SHT CIRCUIT 

+27V 

RI R2 
4.7K 4.99K 

ON CRI CR2 

A TP 

R3 
28.7K 

~-----------------------oB 

NOTE: VOLTAGE AND COMPONENT VALUES ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY. 
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Amplifif'r and Filter - BZJ 

The BZJ circuit is a differential amplifier and a 4 

pole low pass Butterworth filter followed by a differ

ential buffer amplifier. The amplifier stage has a 

gain of approximately 7.5. 

Q3A and B form the differential amplifier with R5 

and R6 being the load resistors and also impedance 

matching resistors for the filter. The inductors Ll, 

L2, L3, and 1A and capacitors Cl, C2, C3 and C4 

make up the rest of the filter. The upper break 

frequency (-3db point) of the filter is approximately 

6.8 MHz. 

38 5 

] Jr> [ 3A 82J 4 

CI LI 

.01p..F 
22 UH 

A 0-----1 Q38 C3 
36PF 

RI 
IK R3 

75 -VR 

R4 
R2 75 

CI IK 
.01p..F 

80-----1 Q3A 

L2 
22 UH 

NOTE: VOLTAGE AND COMPONENT VALUES 

83324220 A 

A 

8 

C 

D 

The input capacitors Cl and C2 in conjunction with 

resistors Rl and R2 give the circuit a low frequency 

cutoff (-3 db point) of less than 20 kHz. 

The output is a differential buffer consisting of Q4, 

Q5, R7, and R8 that is used to reduce the output im

pedance and give more drive. 

The constant current source for the differential amp 

supplies approximately 4.75 rna. 

T 
12 MV 

J.-
T 

12 MV 

~ 
T 

90 MV 

~ 
T 

90 MV 

-*-

L3 
3.5 UH C 

Q5 

C5 
27PF R7 R5 

750 680 

+6V 

R6 

C6 680 R8 
750 27PF 

L4 
Q4 

3.5 UH D 

ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY. 
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BUFFER AMPLIFIER - CZJ 

The CZJ circuit is a buffer amplifier designed to 

increase the output signal driving capability of a 

differentially amplified signal. Q19 and Q20 are 

emitter followers that present comparatively high 

input impedance and low output impedance. 

: ~J [~ : [> 

C~J 

A QI9 

RI +11.2V 100 

R2 
100 

B Q20 

A 

B 

C 

D 

R3 
330 

-5V 
R4 
330 

NOTE: VOLTAGE AND COMPONENT VALUES 
ARE FOR REFERENCE ONL~ 
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Iv P TO P 

Iv P TO P 

Iv P TO P 

Iv P TO P 

C 

D 
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WRITE DRIVER -DLC 

The DLC circuit is a differential current 
switch which converts voltage input signals 
to current for driving a differential re
cording head. 

TTL level signals are applied to inputs A 
and B. Transistors QN and QP drive the 
bases of transistors QR and QS to control 
current to the head. The current source is 
connected to input E and supplied to the 

A 

A 3 

B_2~J 
F -----:f---I 

OLC 

E ---,I----...J 

QN 
+27V 

R2 
390 

VRI 
15V 

RI 

120 CI 

6 

[
~C 

I---::~:"'- 0 

R3 
120 

CRI 

.I/LF 

R4 
120 

B QP 

E 

F 

emitters of transistors QR and QS through 
diodes CR2 and CR3. Differentiated current 
is available to the head at outputs C and D. 
Diodes CR6 and CR7 provide a path to ground 
for write current when input F is grounded 
by a write protect circuit. Diodes CR4 
and CR5 rectify the echo pulses from the 
head and apply them to a write voltage fault 
circuit through output G. 

TPI 

QR 

QS 

TP2 

A~ 

BIL... __ .....J 

T PI 1 ...... __ ---..1 

TP2 ~ 

C 

o 

G 

CR6 

C2 

CR7 
J390PF 

I HIGH (TTL) 
LOW (TTL) 

L HIGH (TTL) 
LOW (TTL) 

L 
+14.3V 
+13.3V 

I +14.3V 
+13.3V 
+8V 

+2V 
+1.5V 

-3V 
+8V 

+2V 
+1.5V 

-3V 
OV 

-2V 

C 

CR4 

R5 
330 

CR5 

0 

G 

NOTE: VOLTAGE AN~ COMPONENT VALUES ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY. 
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Rectifipr - DZ.I 

The DZJ circuit is a full wave rectifier with a differ

ential input and single ended output. 

The rectifier consists of a matched pair of transis

tors (Q1A and B) used as a differential pair. Q1A 

and Q1B conduct during the positive half input cycle 

and back biased during the negative half input cycle. 

Q2 is used as a constant current source supplying 

about 4.5 rna. 

Diodes CR1, 2, and 3 along with test select Rl and 

R2 form an adjustable bias network. This adjusts 

the DC base line at output C from about -0. 35v to 

It> 1 

Di!J 

+O.l1v and is set so that the output of the AGC ampli

fier is 2v p-p. 

The output buffer amplifier is Q4 and presents a com

paratively high input impedance and a low output 

impedance. 

The input frequence response is greater than 2 kHz. 

A f--4---+--'-\---Jf---"'--

8~--+---~--+---~--~ 

+0.11 V -,;-

C TO--l----1.--.l---1-__ '-------l~ -L<.5V 
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AO 

CRI 

CR2 

CR3 

= 

80 

CI 
) 

.lfLF 

RI 

TEST 
SELECT 

C2 
) 

.lfLF 

R7 
1.8K 

R2 
IK 

R3 
IK 

R4 

47 

R6 

680 

R5 

CR4 

R8 
680 

-0.35V 

QIA 

QI8 

Q2 

R9 
330 

-6V 

+6V 

Q4 
C 

RIO 
3.3K 

-6V 

NOTE: VOLTAGE AND COMPONENT VALUES ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY. 
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DIGITAL TO ANALOG CONVERTER - GKF 

The GKF circuit converts three digital input 
signals to an analog output whose level de
pends upon the logical combination at the 
inputs. 

The element 200 is an open collector IC. 
When pin 9 of element 200 is +3 volts or a 
"I", its output (pin 8) is 0 volts. When 
pin 9 is 0 volts or a "0", its output (pin 
8) is open and the resistor divider (XR4, 

A 

8 

C 

A=3 ~X/~r-
B GKF 0 
C 

D 

+5V I' XR4 
IK 

XRI 
1 2.2K 

C ~ 8 
"- 200 

+5V EIE4 
XR2 

XRS 

2.2K 
IK 

II,.., 
1 

10 
'""' 200 

8 

+5V EIE4 
I' XRB 

IK 
XR3 

I 

1 

2.2K 1 I I~ 12 
A 

'""' 200 
EIE4 

NOTE: 

XRIO, XR13, etc.) to V determine the volt
age at an identical maftner but have less 
influence on the voltage at point D because 
of their entry connection in the resistor 
network. 

When V is +12 volts the output at D cor
responaing with the various combinations of 
logic input is as shown in the waveform 
diagram. 

XR5 
IK 

I XCRI ..... 
~ 

XR7 
IK 

XCR2 I ..... 
~ 

XR9 
IK 

I XCR3 
Ilo...l ...-. 

XRIO 
IK 

XRI3 
IK 

XRII 
IK 

XRI4 
IK 

XRI2 
IK 

XRI5 
1.9SK 

"=E" 

.------ +3V 

OV 

+3V 

OV 

+3V 

OV 

+9.8V 

+8.5V 

+7.IV 

+ 5.BV 

+4.5V 

+ 3.IV 

+ I. 8V 

'------- + .5 V 

D 

VOLTAGE AND COMPONENENT VALUES ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY. 7JI4 
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Voltage Controlled Oscillator - GYP 

General 

This circuit is used as part of a phase lock loop (refer to Figure 1). When Frequency Out 
is not equal to Frequency In, the comparator generates a voltage that causes the GUE circuit 
output (Frequency Out) to vary in the direction necessary to eliminate the Qifference. 
When the two frequencies are the same, the loop is said to be locked. The GUE circuit is 
made up of five main parts (refer to Figure 2). 

• Level Shifter 

• Current Pump 

• Filter 

• Buffer and Level Shifter 

• Voltage Controlled Oscillator 

The following explains each of these parts. 

FREQUENCY IN 

Level Shifter 

C 
o 
M 
P 
A 
R 
A 
T 
o 
R 

FAST 
START 

Figure 1 

GYP FREQUENCY OUT 

Transistors Ql and Q2 shift the ECL voltage levels, received from the comparator latch, to 
the levels required to control the current pumps. Current flows through either transistor 
Ql or Q2 depending upon which has the more negative base. When the base of transistor Ql 
is more negative, it conducts and provides the current to turn off transistor Q6. When the 
base of transistor Q2 is more negative, transistor Ql turns off and transistor Q2 conducts, 
causing current flow through resistor 2R2 to the -5 volt supply. Turning off transistor Ql 
allows transistor Q6 to turn on. 

Current Pump 

Transistors Q5 and Q6 form the current pump circuit. The conduction of transistor Q6 is 
determined by the voltage drop of resistor 6R2 compared to the base voltage of transistor 
Q6 (which is the drop across resistor 4R3). If transistor Ql (see level shift circuits) is 
turned off, the voltage drop across resistor 6R2 is less than the transist'or Q6 base voltage 
and transistor Q6 will have a constant collector current. However, if transistor Ql is 
turned on, more current flows through resistor 6R2 causing a larger voltage drop. This 
causes the emitter of transistor Q6 to be more positive than its base thus turning it off. 
Transistor Q5 conducts regardless of the state of transistor Q6. 

The gain of the current pumps is controlled by the Analog Lock to Data signal. Transistor 
Q3 converts the ECL Levels of this signal to a current which controls the bias of emitter 
follower transistor Q4. An ECL "0" on the emitter of transister Q3 leaves it turned off. 
This decreases the conduction of transistor Q4 and the gain of the current pumps. An ECL 
"1" on the emitter of transistor Q3 causes it to saturate, thus increasing the conduction of 
transistor Q4 and the gain of the current pump, changing the conduction of transistor Q4 
controls the gain of the current pump by changing the voltage drops across resistors 4R2 
and 4R3. These resistors determine the base voltages (and gain) of the current pump and 
since resistor 4R2 equals resistor 4R3 these base voltages will always be equal. 

4-10 
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(X) 

w 
W 
N 
~ 
N 
N 
o 

:J:aI 

~ 
I 

I-' 
I-' 

/ 

+5V 

12 

13 ] SYMETRY 
4RI ADJUST 7RI 8RI 9RI 12RI I 243 J5RI 

47 I/O 196 47 
200 

4R2 1/2W 
100 

r ® 

*11 3R2 
Q5 ~9 562 

~ DIFFERENTIAL 0 TP-C RECEIVER 4 + ANALOG I 1° LOCK TO DATA 3RI 

~ Q3 Q4 (]) 
665 

I + 
3 

~ 2RI 3R3 6RI 7R2 @4~J 10116 2® 270 332 Q6 
+ 

I ~ 
220 261 

COMP LATCH LIMITING - DIODES TP-B 

~8 6CRI 6CR2 r RICI 

& 
.. ~ .. - If .. 

6~R4r 
-

•• 7CRI ~ 
1\ 

1 10 PF 
-COMP LATCH Q?- 6CR3 ±IPF 

Q2 ~ ... , QIO - ". ... RIC2 
-== ~'7CR2 111 

11 
2.8-10.0 PF 

6CI 
CENTER 

2R2 4R3 6R2 _ 7R3 8R2 10RI FREQUENCY IIRI 
47 100 162 ~ r: 100 100 402 ADJUST 270 

.0047 
UF 

-5V 
-V 1\ V I '-.r--' '-..r-I \ V 
LEVEL CURRENT FILTER VOLTAGE 
SHIFT PUMPS BUFFER CONTROLLED 

a LEVEL OSC. 
SHIFT 

NOTES: 

.& TERMINATED TO PROVIDE PROPER VOLTAGES AT THESE POINTS. 

2 CIRCUIT VALUES ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY. ACTUAL VALUES MAY VARY. 

3 NUMBERS 0 REFER TO TIMING ON FIGURE 3. 

Figure 2 

OSC 
OUTPUT 
fjUt-t-t.R 

+,.....14 
I 

10116 15 
+ 

Q~ 

IIR2 12R2 
220 270 

-OSC 

OSC 



CONTROL o VOLTAGE 
TP-C 

INCREASING FREQUENCY> 

FAST 

OVDC- - - - - -;L;-W - - - - - F -

010 
® COLLECTOR 

CURRENT 

OMA- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

-II------------------------, 

DIFFERENTIAL 
ill RECEIVER 

PIN 4 

DIFFERENTIAL 
0 RECEIVER 

PINS :3 a 5 

-I2 

-VI 

-V2 

I I 
DIFFERENTIAL -VI 

U ® RECEIVER 
PIN 2 -V2 

® 
09 
COLLECTOR 
CURRENT 

09 a 010 
(]) TOTAL 

CURRENT 

NOTES: 

+2II- --

II- --

OMA------' 

+12- - -

& POSITIVE FEEDBACK FROM PIN 2 PUSHES CAPACITORS PAST 
REFERENCE VOLTAGES THUS PRODUCING FASTER SWITCHING. 

2. NUMBERS 0 REFER TO SCHEMATIC ON FIGURE 2. 

Figure 3 
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The symetry of the output current waveform i~ adjusted.by varying resistor 5Rl which controls 
the base emitter bias of transistor Q5. Res1stor 5Rl 1S normally adjusted so that when the 
input to the level shifter (from the compa:ator) has a duty cycle of 50%, the conduction 
of transistor Q5 is one half that of trans1stor Q6. This produces a square wave output 
current to the filter circuit. 

Filter 

The filter consists of resistor 6Rl, capacitor 6Cl and limiting diodes 6CRI through 6CR4. 
The output from the current pump flows through resistor 6Rl producing a square wave voltage. 
This voltage is integrated by capacitor 6Cl thus creating an average dc level. The resultant 
voltage (square wave plus average) acts as a control voltage and determines the instantaneous 
frequency of the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO). The average dc level defines the 
average VCO frequency. Changes in the duty cycle of the current-pump. Square-wave output 
immediately affects the voltage across resistor 6Rl and gradually changes the average dc level. 

The nominal VCO frequency is obtained when the control voltage is 0 volts. The limiting 
diodes (6CRI through 6CR4) limit the average voltage change to ±1.2 volts or a VCO frequency 
change of about ±20%. 

Buffer and Level Shifter 

The buffer circuit consists of emitter follower transistor Q7, which presents a high impedance 
to the filter and a low impedance to the oscillator circuit. Resistor 7Rl limits current in 
the collector of transistor Q7. 

Resistors 7R2 and 7R3 form a voltage divider and level shifter circuit that obtains.the proper 
VCO frequency to control voltage function. Diodes 7CRI and 7CR2 compensate for the base 
emitter drops of transistors QS, Q9 and QIO in the oscillator. 

Voltage Controlled Oscillator 

The VCO output frequency varies as a function of the buffered control voltage received via 
Q7. This voltage is applied to the base of emitter follower transistor QS. The current 
through transistor QS and resistors SRI and SR2 define equal base voltages on transistors Q9 
and QIO; therefore, their output currents will vary in direct proportion to one another as 
a result of a change in control voltage. 

Transistor Q9 is switched on and off by transistor Qll; however, transistor QIO is controlled 
only by the voltage drop across resistor SR2. When transistor Q9 is off, transistor QIO 
discharges capacitors RICI and RIC2 as shown in Figure 3. The voltage on the capacitors is 
sensed by input pin 4 of the differential receiver which compares it to input pins 3 and 5 
(which have ECL "1" and "0" levels). When the capacitor voltage discharges to reference 
level -V2 the differential receiver switches; (see timing on Figure 3). This causes transis
tor Qll to decrease its conduction to a level which allows transistor Q9 to turn on. 

When transistor Q9 is on, it provides twice the current of transistor QIO. One half of this 
current supplies transistor QIO and the other half charges the capacitors. Transistor Q9 
charges the capacitors at the same rate as transistor QIO discharged them. When they charge 
to level -VI (see Figure 2), the differential receiver switches again, this time increasing 
the conduction of transistor Qll to a level that causes transistor QO to turn off. 

Output pin 2 of the differential receiver provides positive feedback through capacitors RICI 
and RIC2 to ensure clean fast switching. 

As shown on Figure 3, the output frequency of the oscillator varies directly with the control 
voltage. The center frequency of the oscillator is changed by adjusting RIC2. 

The oscillator output buffer prevents external loading from affecting the oscillator. 
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VOLTAGE CONTROLLED CURRENT SOURCE - JMN 

The JMN circuit accepts an analog input 
voltage and converts it to a voltage con
trolled current for the write driver. 

The JMN circuit receives the analog output 
of a digital to analog converter. The 322 
operational amplifier in the JMN circuit 
inverts the analog input at A and translates 
the voltage level to drive the base of current 

+27V 

+ 23V 

+ 19.5V 

+ 16.6V 

+ 13.4V 

+ 10.2V 

+ 7.0V 

+ 3.2V 

+ 0.6V 

+ 22.24V 

+21.S2V 

+21.40V 

+20.9SV 

t20.56V 

+20.14V 

+19.72V 

+19.30V 

source transistor QP. Write current output 
is supplied at output D. Current sensing 
is provided at output C so that other cir
cuitry can test for proper current level 
output. Control from a write current pro
tect circuit is applied to input B. Current 
is supplied at output D when input B is 
+27V. Current source transistor QP is shut 
off when input B goes to ground. 

A 

B 

B~ 
+27 V 

OV 

C~ 
....--------. + 2 7 V 

~ <+23V 
____ ...J 

C 

D 

t T T T T 

A 

B ..., 

CR I ~Ir 

RI2 
ISO 

R2 

121K 

R3 ~TEST ~R4 

10K "SELECT :. 17.SK 

RI -=E" 
ON 

4.7K 

CR3 .. ... 

NOTE: VOLTAGE AND COMPONENT VALUES 
ARE FOR REFERENCE ONL~ 
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R5 
4.99K 

3 

2 N 

/-
'- C3 
r"3PF 

*CI RIO RII 
.lfLF 261 261 

7 S 

L:oo 
6 

322 
RS 

1; 
330 

CR2 , .. ... TP 

C2 ;;::~ 
390FP 

R6 
~ 

17.SK I R7 R9 

6.SK 2.2K 

R)ap 
\L 

C 

D 
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Current Preamp - JPN 

The JPN circuit is used for expanding the 
fan out capabilities of TTL circuits follow
ing this circuit. In a typical circuit the 

Ao------l 

83324220 A 

+5V 

J~N i~ driven b¥ a open collector output TTL 
Cl.rcul. t. When l.nput A is driven low, Ql shuts 
off. and output B goes to +5V. With a high 
at l.nput A, Ql turns on, driving output B to 
about +0.2 volts. 

A 
+5V 

o 
r---- +3V 

8 1--------1 +O.2V 

RI 
IK 

_____ ----c 8 
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PASSIVE TRANSLATOR (TTL TO ECL) - 1.1.7. 

R3 and R2 form a resistor divider that changes nor

mal (and worst case) TTL levels into normal (and 

worst case) EeL levels. A "1" TTL will translate 

into a "1" ECL. R1 serves as a pullup in case there 

is no input and causes a "1" to be outputted. CR1 is 

a germanium clamp to limit the output voltage to 

+0.2 in case an input voltage of +5 or greater is 

applied. 

-----fl : ~: It----
+5V 

i RI f 1.78K 

A 

B 

A o--........ ------~..--_o B 

4-16 

R2 
3.48K 

-5.IV 

CRI 

= 

NOTE: VOLTAGE AND COMPONENT VALUES 
ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY. 

3V 
(TTL). 

OV 

-O.8V 
(ECl) 

-1.8V 
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ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTER - LVL 

The LVL circuit is an analog to digital 
converter. The state of the digital output 
voltage at B is dependent upon the value 
of the input voltage at A. 

The LVL circuit is used to convert the fine 
servo signal to a digital level. The 
digital output signal of the LVL circuit in
hibits the On Cylinder signal. When the 
value of the signal at input A goes from 
greater than ±O.S V toward 0 V, output B goes 
to a logical 0 as the input signal crosses 
±O.3 V. As the signal at input A goes from 
o V toward greater than ±O.S V, output B goes 
to a logical 1 as the input signal crosses 
±O.S V. 

I f <: ± B (OUTPUT STATE) 
o 

0,6 0.5 0.4 0.3 

RI 
511 

A 
R2 
511 

R3 
511 

1" 
-=-

-15V 

I 
0.2 

A---~ LVL 

I I I I t 
0.1 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 

A (INPUT VOLTAGE) 

R8 
ILOK 

+12V 

4 
10 

I:>OV 
N 139 G 

NC 2 G 9 
7N 

6 
G 

NC 8 G 

R7 
10.0 -5V 

NOTE: VOLTAGE AND COMPONENT VALUES ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY. 
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B 

:< f I 
0.4 0.5 0.6 

B 

R9 
3.83K 

-5V 
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VOLTAGE COMPARATOR - LVM 

The LVM circuit compares a voltage at input 
A against a reference voltage and produces 
a bilevel digital signal at output C. 

The following discussion describes an LVM 
circuit using one half of a 310 integrated 
circuit and using a positive reference vol
tage. The LVM can also be used with a neg
ative reference voltage having the output as 
shown in the waveform diagrams. 

A --X*----4 C>rrY 
I-----C 

8-----1 L V M 

A reference voltage is established at pin 
13. When input A goes in a positive direc
tion to +1.4 V, output C goes to a TTL level 
"1". When input A goes in a negative di
rection to +1.0 V, output C goes to a TTL 
level "0". 

Input B is used to enable or disable the 
LVM circuit. When input B is a "1", it 
enables the circuit. When input B is a 
"0", it disables the circuit and forces a 
constant "0" output at C. 

< I} C OUTPUT 

I *>1 I 0 (p I N I) 
-2 -I 0 +1 +1.4 +2 

A INPUT (PIN 12) 

C OUTPUT {I> 

(PIN 8) 0 I 1<t I 

4-18 

-2 -1.4 -I 0 +1 +2 

A INPUT (PIN 5) 

RI R2 
511 5.62K 

A 

+12V 

+15V 3 10 CRI CR2 R3 12 
5.62K E > OV 

C 

R4 
511 7 

8 -5V 

NOTES: I. VOLTAGE AND COMPONENT VALUE S ARE FOR REFER ENCE ONLY. 
2.LVM CIRCUIT USING POSITIVE REFERENCE VOLTAGE. 
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ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTER - LVN 

The LVN circuit is an analog to digital 
converter. The state of the digital output 
voltage at B is dependent upon the value 
of the input voltage at A and the logical 
states of Rand F. 

The LVN circuit is used to convert the 
coarse command error signal (summing ampli
fier output) to a digital level. The digital 
signal output of the LVN circuit enables the 
power amplifier of the drive to operate in 
the switching mode, thereby reducing tran
sistor power dissipation during the coarse 
positioning mode. Two enable controls, 
reverse (R) and forward (F), are used to 
gate the proper circuitry. 

The analog voltage at input A is representa
tive of the carriage drive signal. This vol
tage varies between a nominal plus and minus 
2.9 volts. During a forward full seek, in-

CONDITIONS: FORWARD SEEK 
F=I 
R=O 

B (OUTPUT STATE) {~ f:t I I 
3.0 -2.0 -/.O -0.5 0 

put A changes polarity from +2.9 V to -2.9 V 
when the pre-programmed circuits determine 
that carriage acceleration is required. 
Also during the forward seek, forward en
able (F) is a logical 1. The result of these 
two conditions is that output B goes to a 
logical 1. When B is at a logical 1 the 
power amplifier is turned on. When carriage 
acceleration is determined to be sufficient, 
A goes from -2.9 V toward +2.9 V. Then B goes 
to a logical 0, and the power amplifier is 
turned off. During deceleration output B 
switches alternately from logical 0 to 
logical 1 to switch the power amplifier on 
and off as required. 

LVN circuit functions during a reverse seek 
are complementary to a forward seek, except 
that a logical 1 at B still turns on the 
power amplifier and a logical 0 at B turns 
it off. 

I I 
+/.O +2.0 3.0 

A (INPUT VOLTAGE) 
A 

CONDITIONS: REVERSE SEEK 
F=O R LVN B 
R=I F 

B(OUTPUT STATE) {~ 
I I I f:I 

-3.0 -2.0 -/.O 0 +0.5 +/.O +2.0 +3.0 

A(JNPUT VOLTAGE) 
r 

A 0-------" 

Ro------------r-------------------~ 

Fo----------r-----------r------~ 

NOTE:VOLTAGE AND COMPONENT VALUES ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY. 
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Level Translator./Read Enable - LZJ 

The read enable circuit is enabled when the input is 

low (TTL level). thus causing the output to go to 

almost +20v and enabling the read matrix. A low on 

the input of the 927 turns on its output transistor and 

current flows from +20v thru the emitter base junc

tion of Ql, thru R2 and the output transistor collector 

to emitter of the 927. This puts the collector of Ql 

at just below +20v. 

A high on the input of the 927 turns the open collector 

output transistor off and prevents current from flow

ing from emitter to base of Ql, thus turning off Q1. 

With Ql off the pull down resistor (R4) takes the out

put to approximately -llv. This back biases the 
head select diode matrix to a negative level sufficient 

to prevent write spikes from causing damage by 

entering the read preamp. 

X/V 

I L~ J 

+5V 

RI 
2.2K 

Ao--..... -..:.....f 

1 

I 

X/V 
927 

R2 

4.7K 

R3 
270 

>+2.4V 
A 

<+.8V 

+19.6V 
8 

II.OV 

~-------+-----o8 

QI 

+20V 

R4 
10K 

-11.2V 

NOTE: VOLTAGE AND COMPONENT VALUES ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY. 
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Level Tral1~lator - MZJ 

The multiple select fault circuitry uses a differen

tial voltage comparitor to sense if two or more 

heads are selected. A voltage reference of +17. 4v 

is established at the base of Q2 with no head selected. 

With one head selected the voltage at the base of Q1 

will be 18.2v, thus Q2 and Q3 will conduct keeping 

the output of Q3 low (TTL level) indicating no fault. 

If two or more heads are selected at the same time 

the base voltage at Ql will be 16. 7v or greater 

causing Q1 to conduct and Q2 and Q3 to turn off. 

The output will then go high a (TTL level) indicating 

a fault. 

I I 
X/Y 

M2 J 

+20V 

RI 
R2 

CI 470 
.01 J-LF 470 

A 

= 

RS 
1.2K 

NOTE: VOLTAGE AND COMPONENT VALUES 
ARE FOR REF ERENCE ONLY. 
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I HEAD SEL 
+18.2V 

A 
+16.7V 

2 HEAD SEL 

+4.8V 
8 

+0.2V 

+SV 

R3 
1.78K 

RS 
IK 

8 

Q3 

R4 
12.IK 
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Circuit description to be supplied at a l.ltcr d •. ate. 

+IOV 

13R'O 
100 ~3R2 270 ~GRI 

390 

f 4CI 
4RI .0IUF 

-GCI I 4.7K .041 

~R2 
Ia( 

3VRI 
« 5.IV .~ 

SRI 6R3 
Q5 

100 IK 
3R3 5R2 
180 3.3K 

4-22 83324220 A 
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WRITE PROTECT CLAMP - RAP 

The RAP circuit acts as a clamp, changing 
its output impedance path from high to low 
when the input is switched high. 

When the input at A is low (TTL) QI is 
turned off, and the impedance from B to 

+36V 

RI 
10K 

{ 

} 8 

CRI CR2 

ground is high. When A is switched high 
(TTL) QI is turned on, providing a low 
impedance path between output B and ground 
for the write current. 

A 

8 

+27V 

R2 
10K 

~---e---oB 

+2V 

OV 

+27V 

OV 

Ao---.--~~---.~-~ __ ~ ON 

83324220 A 

= 

R3 
1.2K 

NOTE: VOLTAGE AND COMPONENT VALUES 
ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY. 
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LEVEL TRANSLATOR (OUTPUT SECTION) - SHT 

The SHT circuit provides a TTL compatible 
output for the comparator section of a level 
translator. 

value. (See BRD circuit description.) The 
output of the BRD circuit provides bias for 
transistor QN to turn it on or off. When 

The SHT circuit functions in conjunction 
with the BRD circuit to indicate whether or 
not the write current is below a minimum 

the write current falls below +23V, QN is 
turned on to provide a low level TTL output. 
When the write current is above +23V, QN is 
turned off to provide a high level TTL output. 

4-24 

(FROM BRD CIRCUIT) B -----I~_f5_:_:_Y ___ r~--C 

A 

C 

> + 23V 
....----< + 23V .......... __ .... 

HIGH TTL '---_-Jr-- LOW TTL 

NOTE: A IS INPUT TO BRD CIRCUIT 
C IS OUTPUT OF SHT CIRCUIT 

ON 

+5V 

R2 
1.2K 

~~-------~~-o C 
B 0---'---+-1 

RI 
2.2K 

TP 

CI 
390PF 

NOTE: VOLTAGE AND COMPONENT VALUES 
ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY. 
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INVERTING TRANSLATOR (TTL TO ECL) - ':'LZ 

The first part, consisting of R1, R4 and Q 1 form a 

simple transistor inverter to turn TTL" l's" into 

TTL "O's". The second part. R2, R3, R 5• and CR1• 

form a LLZ passive translator which produces ECL 

levels from TTL inputs. 

+5V 

RI 
IK 

R2 
1.78K 

A 

8 

3V 

~---OV 

r---- -O.BV 

- 1.8V 

R4 
A o---+--'w,,-.....J 

R3 
~-~~~~---~-~8 
QI 2.37K 

83324220 A 

IK 

= 

R5 
3.48K 

-5.IV 

NOTE: VOLTAGE AND COMPONENT VALUES 
ARE FOR REFERENCE ONl~ 

CRI 

(TTL) 

(ECl) 
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DELAY - UB- Delay times for capacitive delays used are as 

follows: 
The capacitor delay circuits delay a "1" input at A 

for a specified period of time before providing a "1" 
output at B. Delay time for a "0" pulse is negligible. 

Assume a "0", ground, enters at A. If the capacitor 

is discharged, it remains discharged and the output 

remains "0". If the capacitor is charged when the 

"0" signal appears, the capacitor discharges almost 

instantaneously, and the "0" appears with no notice

able delay. 

If a "1", +3 volts, enters A while the capacitor is 

discharged, the capacitor must first charge to a 

minimum "1" voltage before a "1" can appear at B. 

The requi red charge time is the delay time of the 

circuit. The charge time is dependent on the capa

citor value, the resistance between the source volt

age and the capacitor, and the minimum voltage 

required to produce a "1" output. 

A I f-
uB

_ 1121 B 

® 

Delay Type 

UBR 

UBS 

RNA 
A~B 

270 -L_ 
leNA 

NOTES: 

CD COMPONENT VALUES VARY. 

GO USED ON UBR AND UBS ONL~ 

A 

Time 

40 NS 

25 NS 

3 VOLTAGE AND COMPONENT VALUES 
ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY. 

CNA 

2200 PF 

680 PF 

+3V 

OV 

+3V 

OV 

RNA 

None 

None 
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DELAY - UBT 

The UBT delay circuit delays application +5 volts to 

a standard TTL gate during a power up sequence. 

Applying +5v (Tl) slowly raises output A to +5 volts 

as Cl is charging. As the voltage across Cl ap

proaches 5 volts, output A raises to 5 volts after a 

specific delay time determined by the values of Hl, 

R2, and Cl. 

+5V 

t I ' I *MSI A 
I I 

UBT 

+5V 

A 

T2 

* TYPICAL DELAY TIMES 
B.!. R2 £1 DELAY TIME 

NOTE: 

83324220 A 

+5V 

RI 
3.9K 

3.9K lOOK 60p.F 80 MS 

6.8K 10K 60JLF 30MS 

.----__ --o~ A 

R2 _L- CI 
lOOK ...... i" 60p.F 

VOLTAGE AND COMPONENT VALUES 
ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY. 

+5V 

OV 

+5V 

OV 
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DELAY - UC-

The UC-delay circuit is used to delay open-collector 

integrated circuits. The circuit delays a "1" input 

before providing a "1" output at B. The delay time 

for a "0" pulse is negligible. The delay circuit con

sists of a resistor connected to +5v and a capacitor 

connected to ground. 

Assume that a "0" (ground) enters at A. If the ca

pacitor is discharged, it remains discharged. The 

output is an imm ediate "0". If the capacitor is 

charged when the "0" signal enters, it discharges 

almost instantaneously. The "0" appears at output 

B with no noticeable delay. 

If a "1" (+3. Ov) enters at A, and the capacitor is 

discharged, the capacitor must first charge to a 

minimum "1" voltage (typically +0. 7v) before the "1" 

appears at output B. The time necessary to charge 

the capacitor to this minimum voltage is the delay 

A-----I 

, 
I trll---- s 

UC-

'-------' 

+5V 

RI 

time of the circuit. The charge time is dependent 

on the value of the capacitor, the value of the resis

tor, and the minimum voltage required to produce a 

"1" response. 

Characteristics of the UC-circuits are as follows: 

Circuit Type Capacitance Resistance Dela), 

UCM 5600PF 1.2K 1. 5US 

UCP 5600PF 560 O. BUS 

UCR 5600PF 1K 1. 3US 

UCS 3.3UF 2.2K 1MS 

ucv 270PF 2.61K 175NS 

UCY 200PF 10K 200NS 

® ,,--~ --- _<lA ___ ---. __ --<J B 

4-28 

NOTES: 

l : .... " \ 
----"1-1 } \ I" ' "--r 

I 
I 
I 

~ 

CD DELAY TIME DEPENDENT ON CIRCUIT TYPE. 

® OPEN COLLE CTOR TRANSISTOR IN PRECEDING STAGE. 
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DELAY - UEB 

The UEB circuit delays application of ground to a 

standard TTL gate during a power-up sequence. 

During power off phase (TO), capacitor Cl is dis

charged by R4, CR2, and CR3. Applying +5v power 

(T 1) raises output A to +5v as power comes up. At 

this time (Tl) Ql is off and Cl is charging. As the 

voltage across Cl approaches 5 volts, Ql turns (T2) 

on reducing output A to about 0 volts. 

~~------------+5V 

+5V 1--""'-----+-------- OV 

+5V 

A I---"----+------t---==- OV 

* DELAY TIME VARIES WITH COMPONENT VALUES, 
SEE LOGIC DIAGRAMS FOR SPECIFIC DELAY TIME. 

+5V 

4. CRI R3 
4.7K 

RI ..... 
10K -A 

R2 
33 

CR2 CR3 .. .. QI .. .. 
;::::::;: CI R4 

60 fLF 4.7K 

NOTE: VOLTAGE AND COMPONENT VALUES 
-- ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY. 
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DELAY - ULY 

The ULY -delay circuit delays a "1" input before 

providing a "1" output at B. The delay time for a 

"0" pulse is negligible. The delay circuit consists 

of a resistor connected to +5v, a capacitor connected 

to ground, and a series input resistor. 

Assume that a "0" (ground) enters at A. If the capa

citor is discharged, it remains discharged. The 

output is an immediate "a". If the capacitor is 

charged when the "0" signal enters, it discharges 

almost instantaneously. The "0" appears at output 

B with no noticeable delay. 

CONTROL 
PANEL 

SWITCH 
: RI 

If an open circuit ("1 ") enters at A, and the capacitor 

is discharged, the capacitor must first charge to a 

minimum "1" voltage (typically +0. 7v) before the "l" 

appears at output B. The time necessary to charge 

the capacitor to this minimum voltage is the delay 

time of the circuit. The charge time is dependent 

on the value of the capacitor, the value of the resis

tor, and the minimum voltage required to produce a 

"1" response. 

+5V 

R2 
IK 

~
5V 

A 
OV 

B~5V 
OV 

a/Ls 
tl t2 

r - -- -0 0-- - - - - -().----"'M,..----< ..... -----<) B 

4-30 

~ 22 

CI 

I·OIf'F 

NOTE: VOLTAGE AND COMPONENT VALUES 
ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY. 
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DELAY - USD 

The USD circuit maintains a TTL high level 
output for 0.8 sec during the time that the 
power supply voltage is dropping. 

The USD circuit functions as the delay 
portion of a write fault clamp circuit 
which prevents write current from reaching 
the head during a +36 V supply voltage fault 
condition. The switching action of tran-

RI 
A 

10K 

,... -B 

21'-.. n/# 
<1.7V 

R4 R5 3.9K 6 
>3.3V 

680K 
-== 

/ 4 R 
/ 

_,-CI r·OII'F 

sistor QN is initiated by the fault trigger 
at input A. QN is turned on when input A 
goes to 0 V, causing output C to go high. 
Resistor R5 and capacitor C2 provide the 
time-out constant to keep output C high for 
0.8 sec. Stored energy is supplied at in
put B to maintain QN in the on state for 
the 0.8 sec duration. The high output at 
C is used to switch on a write clamp circuit. 

,--,"POWER FAILURE 0.8 SEC(MIN) 
+36V~ 

OV ~~==--~==~================= 

+IOV I~NOR MAL 
A Ov~FAULT LEVEL 

III" 

CliO" .-J 
I 
I 

~ 
I 

+�2V----~ I 
B ----------______ ~I-

OV--------------------f-

+36V 
I' 

U CRI 

R2 ~, CR2 R7 
68 100 

~, CR3 

f? 
R3 ON 
3.9K ~ 

R6 
10K 

8 -= 

S CR4 3 ... -" 
916 

.... C 

R 

7 -

lC2 
R8 
1.5K 

~ I'I'F 35V 

-= 

NOTE: VOLTAGE AND COMPONENT VALUES ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY. 
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LEVEL TRANSLATOR - WCN 

The WCN circuit translates input signal 
levels of below -0.5 V to a low TTL level 
output and input signal levels of above 
-0.5 V to a high TTL level output. 

The WCN circuit has a differential voltage 
comparator circuit to indicate whether the 
write driver is on or off. A voltage ref
erence of -0.5 V is applied to the base of 
transistor QR. When the write driver is 
off, the voltage at the base of transistor 

/ 5 
A --/-+----1 

RI 
A O--JV\"---+~ 

680 

TP 

I 
x/v 

... 9..:.--__ B 

WCN 

+5V 

t 1 

ON 

CRI CR2 
R3 
1.2K 

-5V 

1 

OP 

R4 
2.37K 

NOTE: VOLTAGE AND COMPONENT VALUES 
ARE FOR REFERENCE ONL~ 
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QN is -1 V, turning off QN. Therefore, 
transistor QR is turned on and its collector 
voltage goes low, turning on transistor QP. 
Transistor QS is then forward biased provid
ing a low TTL output. If the write driver 
is on, the voltage to the base of QN goes 
above -0.5 V (less negative) and QN is turned 
on. As a result QR, QP, and QS are turned 
off, providing a high TTL output. Capacitor 
Cl delays the low to high transition by 
125 ns. 

A 

B 

TP 

R5 
261 

= 

r--- >-0.5V 
- I.OV 

: HIGH (TTL) 
;;--- LOW (TTL) 

L..--__ ....I.
1 

125 NS ---.: ~ 

R8 
1.2K 

B 

R6 
2.2K 

os CI 
390PF 

R7 
1.2K 
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